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It depends on what

you call "folk," and
on who you
By

k

w.o. Cutlip

Charlie Ipcar, president of the Portland
Folk Club, bends over a bowl of clam chowder in Rosie's Cafe on Fore Street. Though he
doesn't stress the point, Charlie is concerned.
"The folk community is aging," he says. "The
people who faithfully play and listen to the
music are getting older. There are fewer new
faces every year." What really worries Charlie is the way the local press ignores the existence of the Portland Folk Clu b. "The Evening
Express and the MaineSunday Telegram have
d"cldred folk music to bedeaJ. They no longH
cover our functions."
In the background, Bruce Springsteen wails
about love and fidelity over the radio. Bruce
seems to be concerned, too. How does Charlie
Ipcar feel about Bruce Springsteen? "I'm not
interested. There's no story. I think the themes
are boring and repetitious."
Meanwhile, up on State Street, Phineas
Martin is about to call it a day. Phineas, proprietor of Buckdancer's Choice, sells instruments to musicians of just about every known
musical subculture - plus one or two that
have yet to be officially recognized by disc
jockeys or scholars. Phineas is not particularly concerned about the future of folk music.
'1t depends on what you call folk. It's not so
cut and dried now."
Indeed. One of the things that makes folk
music hard to discuss these days is that any 10
people you ask will define "folk" 10 different
ways. Like blind men trying to describe an
elephant, everyone seems to be talking about
something else.
Charlie Ipcar picks out a tune In his kitchen: "Folk ... Is aging."
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SAVING MONEY,

YOU DONT
WANT HYPE.
UWANT

HIGH RATES."
6-Month CD

annual rate

annual yield

8.44%/8.80%
,.

$500 minimum

Bonus Interest on Savings & CDs
Some banks try to entice you to save with gimmicky
terms. Others dangle premiums.
But when it comes right down to it, what you really
want is one of the highest rates around and the
best yield possible.
That's what Bonus Banking is all about:
more interest on statement savings, more
interest on CDs .. . in fact, some of the highest yielding interest
rates you'll find .
To qualify, just open a
Bonus Banking NOW
checking account. No
other account gives
more bank for your bucks. Only Bonus
Banking. Only from Casco Northern.
Open an account at any branch office, or
call
Outside Maine : 207-77&-7782

BONU$
BANKING

1-800-88 - BONUS

Advertised rate may change
without notice. Penalty for
early withdrawal. Interest
comp ounded daily, 365/365.
$6 a month On accounts
opened after 2!1 1 /'Xl.

Casco Northern,Bank
~ A Bank of Boston Company
,"",,,1"'.1'*

VIEWS
City Council headed for Nepal?
Like Portland City Council person Barbara Wood, we too have
admired Casco Bay Weekly for providing an alternative to the
"mainstream" drivel available to Portland area readers. Unlike Ms.
Wood, however, we were very pleased with the "Secret Slumlords"
article. As fonner residents of the Shennan Street area, we take
umbrage at Ms. Wood's defense of not only the city council's
mishandling of an affordable housing opportunity, but also of
Councilwoman Pam Plumb's involvement in the debacle.
The housing solution chosen by the Portland City Council in
hopes of renovating the Sherman Street area seems not to have been
well-advised or well thought out given its inevitable and predictable outcome. Ms. Wood would have us overlook the city council's
involvement as accomplice in the Shennan Street housing fiasco on
the basis that the council had few options from which to choose.
Councilperson Wood's contention that an affordable housing project is considered an undesirable investment by many real estate
developers may well be true, but Ms. Wood has obviously forgotten
that she and her fellow council members were elected as the advocates of city residents, and notasadvocatesof greedy and scurrilous
investors and that it was the council's:s responSibility to thoroughly investigate all options, something that was obviously not
done in this instance.
Councilwoman Plumb's involvement in the fiasco is definitely
something for which she should be held accountable, contrary to
Ms. Wood's assertions. Councilperson Plumb's decisions appear
to have been tempered by her husband's involvement with the
aforementioned greedy and scurrilous investors. No one is asking
that Ms. Plumb be held accountable for her husband's actions, but
for her own unethical actions as city council person, on her husband's behalf.
Ms. Wood is certainly correct that Shennan Street needs to be rid
of its current drug infestation. It is all the more sad then that the
council has done so little towards this end, and has done so much
that is ineffectual, counterproductive, and self-serving. Sincecouncilwoman Plumb is off to Nepal soon, perhaps we as Portland city
residents should afford her fellow council members the opportunity to join her by voting them out of office. Further, rather than
taking Casco Bay Weekly to task for havingdoneits job in exposing
the Shennan Street housing scandal, Ms. Wood might find her time
better spent apologizing to Sherman Street residents for the council's not having Similarly done its jOb.
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Portland

QUALITY FILM DEVELOPING

~BIG

DEAL!

Route One
Scarborough, ME

30 City Center

CONVENIENT HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-6

Portland. ME

Sat. 9-1

883-7363

772·7296

71
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Can we talk?
About personals?
You bet we can.
Now. not only can you read the personals
- but you can also listen and even talk to

I. DIal 1-900-896-2824 from any phone.
Each CAli cost 95¢ per minute. billed
to your phone.
2. When the machine answers. dtal
access code 22.

Maine Times screens personals
Recentlyl was called on two occasions by Kelly Nelson regarding
the Maine Times personal ads. I spoke with her at great length,
explaining carefully the im~rtan~ we place. on perso~aI ads. I
picked up your recent Issue III which her artlcle Oasslflcd Romance" appears and found that after our lengthy interview, she
"quoted" me just once, and that quote was completely out of
context.
She stated that we will not run an ad that states the person is
married. She then goes on to say that a quarter of our ads do not
include relationship status. The implication is that we encourage
people not to mention they are married. This is hardl?, the case.
What I told her is tha t we refuse claSSified ads from marned people.
Our past experience has shown that our readers are a very upscale
group and our readers are offended bymarricd people placing ads.
We th~ore refuse to run such ads. The fact that the relationship
status is not always printed is because many of our advertisers feel
our readers assume theyareeitherdivorced or singIe. Wescreenour
personal ads very carefully, and it is extrern:ly importantto us that
the image of Maine Times is also reflected III our advertiSIng. We
want to keep our personal section a fun, safe place for people to
meet, and so far this has proven to be highly successful for us.

Casco Bay Weekly is an instrument
of community understanding.

Talking Personals are a qutd< and easy
way to flnd out more about the pel50n
pladng the ad. to share more about yourself. or lusllo see who's oul there.
To listen 10 the Talking Personals In this
Issue. just follow these simple directions:

screened. Obscene

spedflc number.
Enter the 'Tl'l' number listed at the
end of the ad you wtsh to respond to.
4. Listen to the recorded message. and
leave your response If you wtsh. It·s as
easy as that!

So let's talk personal I

-esSaaes wW be t l e - ' To place yoar

T _ . Pe..... naI. call MaJtt at 775-660l.
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VIEWS are opinions. Your views are here, lind sqmdimes OUTS. Please be Ilrief
when you write, and please include a phone number (which will not be
published) so thIIJ we can verify your Idler. MIlll to: VIEWS, Casco Bay
Weekly, 187 Clark St., Portland,ME. 04102.
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Publisher
Gary Santaniello
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Editor
Monte Paulsen
Associate Editor/News
Andy Newman
Associate Editor/Arts
AnnSitomer

American Crafts

Basic geometric shapes in the "Cubism '" Jewlery System
by Niessing. 18K gold and platinium with diamonds.

". :-.

44 Exchange Street· Portland, ME 04101 • 772-4880 ~/;
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Production Manager
Elissa Conger
Production

Sally Brophy
Circulation Manager
Diane DesMarais
CIrculation
£/ke Rosenberg, Dan Tonini

Do you have ...
An opening upcoming?
A smashing showing?
An exciting exhibit?

OffIce Manager
Robyn Barnes
Display Advertising
Suzanne Delorme, Annie Lewis,
Holly Lynn

;-:
.• --7

Classified Advertising
Mark Kelleher

Let people know Advertise it here

ContJtbutlng Editors
TOM! Harberl/piwrography
Toki Oshimtl/illustration
Morgan Shepard/stage
Leslie Morison/art
Mike Quinn/sport

Casco Bay Weekly's
Galleries section
runs every week

Contributors
Lynda Barry, Brenda Ckmdler,
Mary Lea CTt¥W7ey, Dt= Marsh,
Hilllry McComb Nangle,
Kelly Nelson, Mike Quinn,
Roland Sweet, Dan Tonini,
Don Rubin, Thomas VeTtie,
Matt Wuerker
Casco 1liiy Weekly
distributes 20,000 papers free
of charge ~ Thursday.
No person may take more than one
of each issue wit/wut the permission
of Casco Bay Weekly. Additional
oopits of the current issue and/or
some back issues may be purchased
for $1 each at the Casco Bay Weekly
offia. Domestic subscriptions are
mailed 3rd class and are $36/year,
pa;tUile in adwnce.
Mogul Media, Inc. publishes
Casco Bay Weekly. Entire rontents
e 1990 fly Mogul Media, ~.
Casco Bay Weekly
187 CIarIt Street
PortWId, ME 04102

207n56601

For more infonnation,

call 775 .. 6601
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How To Trim
Your Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials
Haddock Pan Blackened on a
Bed of Wilted Kale with
Sun-dried Tomato Mayonaise.
Served with a small salad and
saffron brown rice or roasted potatoes.

$8.95

~Yn . ;Q~
Roberta M. Davis
Reader Services Manager
Maine Times
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FREE FILM plus
FREE EXTRA PRINTS
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One of ten new entrees under $10

Sound Alternatives

RECORDS
TItIAPES
&CDs'·

,

=ttti:emutiues:.
402 Forest Ave., Portland, ME

Newsweeklies

(Across from Trf-5tate Auto)

58 Pine Street 773-8223

207/ 774-4446

~r:-(,~~t!;,· ,',,""-"""

~~::nTel.St799-SAVE
.• South Portland
, \,.O~GFERLLOW I
1

146

$9Un:i!.=".Cj;C
Casco Bay Weekly is a member
of the Association of Altonative

.~l. A~
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buys. sells &trades

1
1
1
1
1

& Out-or-Print D~m....u 1
1
We buy hooks, too.

Tue. to Fri. 11-5. Sat. 12-4
Other times by chance ...

,,--OND

~

ave

G}y[Lt 'hI
~~

1
-$' TIME & MONEY! ~

~ 10% DISCOUNT
1)II""'5=<
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Drop off your laundry
and we'lI do it for you!

I

:. . . .·i·.··... . . . '.

I

for same day

E

!

I

I

I

WASH-DRY-FOLD

I

I
I

Laundry Service

:
1

I

YOU'll be glad you did!

with this coupon. expires 318190
lOne coupon per person. please!
I Try our Quick Professional Service

Stop in for a few minutes,
or browse for hours.

I

I
I

I

Fully attended to assist you. I
Comer of State St. & Pine St. I
I
7 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily

IL.

772,3971

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..I
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UNCLE ~BILLV'S
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TAKE:OOT-'CATERING

Barbara Loewenberg-Irlandy, M.A.
•
•
•
•
•

LAS E R
CARTRIDGE
RECYCLING

Reality Therapy Counselor
Individual, famil y & group the rapy
Issues of personal growth, depression & addictio n
Consultant fo r individuals with s pecial needs
Private reading instru ction - childre n & adu lts

• 100% ~ ••ntee • Machine t ..ted
• $.. 1.. 1111 Prinlef. ond Copiell
Inelldlng HP, C_on, Appl., Ite.

60 OCEAN ST· •• SOUTH PORTLAND

Gov. John McKernan's plan to avoid a $210 million budget
shortfall has sprung two recent proposals: charge people $5 to
apply for state jobs and make Mainers fork over sales tax for their
out-of-state purchases.
State Administration Commissioner Charles Morrison said
that "about one-third of the states in the' country" charge a fee to
applicants for state jobs. The fee underscores costs of interviewing
people and also keeps people from applying for jobs they aren't
really interested in, a waste of time and and taxpayer money,
Morrison said. Charging a fee to all state applicants could raise
about $75,000 a ye~r, said Morrison, adding that "It's more the
cost it avoids than it generates" that recommends the proposal.
Morrison doesn't think the proposal will go far from the dra wing
board, though. '1t seems that it's an idea whose time has not
come," said Morrison, "I wouldn' t spend a lot of money betting on

HoUrs: Tues. - Sat .• 11 :30am - 10:30pm, Sun. 4:30pm - 10:30pm
Closed Mondays· Sunday Night Blues Jam

Walk-in Medical Care

.871-8080
INTDWN

Consulting .... Training'" Programming

Peter DeCrescenzo
774-1682

AFFORDABLE

AILS

That's rightl Matthew John wants no excuses
not to have beautiful nails. Any first time
customer* to Matthew John can get a full set
for S32.50 (Y2 price), and we're not stopping
there: your next 4 fill-ins will only be SI9.95**
(each). Now that's a deal!
,
I

*First time visit to
Matthew John
**Ask nail technician for
complete details to qualify

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Matthew John, 426 Fore St.
Portland 772-5243

McKernan has state tax assessor John LaFaver looking to
collect sales tax from Mainers who go to New Hampshire or other
tax-free states to buy stuff. LaFaver said that the so-called "use
tax" has been on Maine's law books as long as taxes themselves
but has gone largely ignored. But if the use tax was enforced, it
could generate $6 million yearly, LaFaver said. A use tax applies
to "any purchase of a good that is subject to a sales tax in Maine but
is bought free of sales tax" outside of Maine, LaFaver said. Goods
purchased from out-of~state catalogues also would be taxed. A
use tax form, which has been a separate form in the.income tax
packet, may be integrated in the income tax form itself. If someone
lied about buying goods out of state, they'd be signing false tax
forms and subject to a felony, LaFaver said. The best chance for
enforcing the law would be for Maine officials to gain access to out
of state store customer lists and mailing lists from catalogues,
LaFaver said.
Like McKernan's entire budget-cutting plan, the measures are
subject to approval by the legislature.

Voters to decide on Sunday sales
Maine voters will decide whether retail stores can open on
Sunday. The Retail Federation of Maine, a group of store and
chain owners, was behind a petition drive that has landed a
Sunday-sales referendum question on this November's ballot.
Current Maine law says that any store bigger than 5,000 square
feet or employing more than five people can't be open on Sunday.
A bill to change the Sunday-sales law was shot down in the legislature last session. Voters will decide this time, on Nov. 6.

Andrews joins first district race
Tom Andrews, a state senator from Portland, announced on
Feb. 14 that he will run for Maine's first congreSSional district, the
seat opening when U.s. Rep. Joseph Brennan takes on Gov. John
McKernan in the next gubernatorial race. Andrews will run
against fellow Democrats Attorney General James Tierney, Portland City Councilor Linda Abromson, former Maine State Housing Authority Director Libby Mitchell and Unity College President Ralph Conant.
Eyeing the seatfrom the Republican camp are former U.S. Rep.
David Emery and state Rep. John S. McCormick ofRockland. The
primaries for the election wi II be on June 12, the election is Nov. 6.

Maine Nat'l loses $8 million in '89

ALL A MAN REALLY NEEDS IS HIS FAMILY.

Maine National Bank, subsidiary of the struggling Bank of
New England, announced an $8 million net loss for 1989. Ann
Donaghy, senior vice president of Maine National. said that $5
million of that loss was applied to taxes owed by Maine National's
parent Bank of New England. "The operating losses are actually
$3 million," Donaghy said.
Construction on Maine National's $14 million administrative
building in Westbrook has been "suspended about 60 days or so,"
Donaghy said, adding "We're taking time out... we thought it
would be worthwhile to take time out to see how that building fits
in our present and future needs."
Donaghy pointed her finger in the same direction as other
struggling New England banks, namely at an "increase in nonperforming loans, the result of a downturn in the Maine economy
which is directly reflected in the real estate market."

WEIRD NEWS:

•

",!,:I 1'."1 Uf1.).J D
SUNDAY9:00PM

~5I

POATlAHO

orAfter a newspaper in Fort Worth, Texas, reported police
were seeking a woman with a rose tattoo on her left breast as a
robbery suspect, at least 300 people called to say they knew such
a woman.
orA San Antonio, Texas, home owner told a court that night
after night for several months a group of men returned to throw
used tires into his yard until there were about 10,000 of them
stacked eight-feet high. Johnny Crawford, 57, testified that whenever he tried to stop the men, they beat him up.
Roland Sweet/AlIerNe!

EALTH

693 CONGRESS STREET, PORTLAND, ME 04102

No Appointment Necessary
Cholesterol Screening
Open Mon. - Fri. 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

it."

Macintosh

767'7119

McKernan eyes Job hunters

Mark Uslnger shops for petition signatures outside a local Shaw·s.

CBW/Tonee Harbert

Forcing the conservation question
One South Portlanderis making a splash about this way, except in areas where there are extreme
the Portland Water District's (PWD) plan to raise shortages of supply. The PWD, he said, "uses
water rates between 20 and 39 percent this year. about 22 million gallons a day from a source
Mark Usinger said the PWD "hasn't done a damn (Sebago Lake) that could safely yield in excess of
thing about water conservation," and he thinks 200 million gallons a day."
that until they do, ratepayers should fight the
Money down the drain
increase.
"Portland doesn't have a supply problem,"
"He's using the rate increase as a way to get
responded
Usinger. "Portland has a sewerage
something else he wants," said Joseph Taylor,
problem."
general manager of the 10-town utility. USinger is
Last July, the Boston-based Conservation Law
trying to gather 1,000 ratepayer's signatures on a
Foundation
(CLF) filed a lawsuit against the PWD
petition, which could halt the rate increase until
in
U.S.
Di$trict
Court in Portland. The lawsuit
the Maine Public Utilities Commission (PUC)
PWD was breaking the Federal
alleged
that
the
conducts a formal review of the rate change. Such
Clean
Water
Act
at its Portland and Westbrook
a review would include public comment, which
waste
water
treatment
plants. In a settlement, the
Usinger thinks would be a boon for saving water.
PWD agreed to rebuild portions of the plants in
order to bring them up to par.
Low-flow technology
Usinger said that conservation would curb the
Mark Usinger's favorite- water conservation
need
for more expensive and sophisticated plants
weapons are a toilet dam and a low-flow shower
by
reducing
the amount of water that went down
head. The average toilet uses five to seven gallons
the
drain.
He
said that San Jose, Calif., which like
of water every flush; installing toilet dams can rePortland
has
an
adequate water supply bu t inadeduce that by two gallons. Low-flow shower heads
quate
sewers,
was
able to put off building a $180
use one-third less water than regular shower
million
sewerage
treatment
plant by adopting a
heads, and, like toilet dams, cost only a few bucks
comprehensive
water
conservation
plan.
and don't require people to make any "lifestyle
Taylorsaid
thePWD'ssewerageproblemsstem
changes." Usinger said these conservation measurescould cut water use by 10 percent and would from the plant's designs, not from their capacity.
save people money from the day they were in- He said that the Portland plant is operating at
only 75 percent of its capacity, the Westbrook
stalled.
But Usinger said the two hardware stores plant at only 50 percent.
"We haven't had a rate increase for nine years,"
nearest his house didn't stock the items, and that
said
Taylor. He said the conservation issue was no
the sales clerks there had never even heard of
more
connected to the rate increase than it is
them. "It would be hard for Mark Usinger to set
supply
or sewerage.
up a conservation program," he said. "The Port"I'll
work
with the public advocate and the
land Water District are the obvious people to
PUC
to
work
out
a reasonable approach to conserfacilitate this."
vation,"
said
Taylor,
who believes people will
Usinger wants the PWD to fashion a program
conserve
without
the
water
district's help.
like Central Maine Power's (CMP) Bundle Up
"I think most people are reasonably intelliprogram, which encourages conservation through
education and providing incentives like cheap gent," he said. '1've had a brick in my tank for
years. Nobody had to hand me a brick."
hot water tank wraps and pipe insulation.
Taylor said a program comparable to CMP's
could cost the district up to $250,000. "It seems Pooling signatures
If Usinger gathers 1,000 signa tures by March 7,
like Mr. Usinger wants to conserve for conservation sake," said Taylor. "1 don't have any prob- the issue will go before the PUc. But there are
lems with that. It's just a question of how much of uncharted waters between Usinger and the hearing: the 1,000 Signatures must be from billed
the ratepayers' money do we spend for that."
customers, which excludes many renters and allows only one signature per household.
Plenty of water
Usinger, who had taken in only 100 signatures
"They want to sell water to people, they don't
want to conserve," said Usinger, who criticized at presstime, doesn't have much help and works
the PWD's five-step pricing structure. PWD cus- 40 hours a week. He had hoped that groups like
tomers pay a flat amount for the first 400 cubic feet the Friends of Casco Bay and the Presumpscot
per month, and then decreasing amounts for each RiverWatch would help him gather signatures for
additional quantity of water, in five decreasing the approaching deadline. But he said both groups
steps. The last step is about 26 percent the cost of told him they're too "busy with other things."
"lfI don't get those 1,000 Signatures, I'm going
the first.
to
be
broken hearted," Usingersaid, "but one way
"The way the system is set up there is an
or
the
other the Portland Water District will be
incentive to consume, and a disincentive to conforced
to conserve."
serve." In effect, the '1ess you use, the more it
Andy Newn1lln
costs you," said Usinger.
Taylor said that because the PWD is a nonMark Usingu can be reached at 799-2022 or found at
profit utility, its rates are designed to reflect actual
24
Myrtle Are. in South Portland. Next week, the
costs. The declining block rate reflects the lowthird
article in Casco Bay Weekly's Personal Ecology
ered delivery costs of additional water.
series
will address personal water use.
Taylor added that most water companies charge

William Houston, D.O.
Roberta Gerson, D.O.
Stephen Dell, M.D.

GIANT WAREHOUSE SALE
UP TO 50% OFF
C

9 Fo d e n Rd .
So. Po rtl a nd
Near Main e Mall
Across fr o m UPS
775·4312

Open Dally,
Including Sundays.

c.
~~.,.,

100

R!~lill!D)

final Clearance on ALL

%

Wool Ecuadorian Sweaters

S39. 50while they last
10 Exchange St.• Portland, ME· 772-4080

Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.
mmmWillNFt(!@W; No other radio
station in Portland offers you
the variety of talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
the day, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
information? There'sonlyonechoice.
But you probably know that already.

bI1\' [1;' ~ I
Portland's NewslTalk Station

Eat, Drink,
and be Healthy
At Maine Medical Center's Healthy Happy Hours, helpful information and
healthful snacks provide a new alterna tive for attitude adjustment. This series of onec
hour presentations will provide information on a wide range of topics.
Come by at 5 PM for sparkling waters, fruit juices, cheeSe and crackers, vegetable
trays, and more. The parking is free, and we'll even check your cholesterol and blood
pressure!
•
BEATING THE BIG THREE

YOUR ACHING HEAD

Wednesday, February 28

Wednesday, March 7

Cancer, heart disease, and
stroke are the three largest
causes of death in the United
States. We can do much to
improve our odds wih the Big 3.
Leonard Keilson, M.D., will
discuss practical steps you can
take right now in diet, exercise,
lifestyle, and regular checkups.
Come join us, and make a start
on being nicer to your heartand the rest of you!

Julius Caesar had them, as
did Tchaikovsky, Charles
Darwin, and Thomas Jefferson.
That' s impressive company, but
that doesn' t help if you're one of
the 40 million Americans who
suffer from headaches. George
Howard, M.D., will tell you
what headaches are, how to tell
the difference between migraine,
cluster, and plain old tension
headaches, and what you can do
about them.

LOOKING AHEAD
Wednesday , April 4
Are you prepared for the
healthcare decisions you and
your family may be asked to
make someday? Decisions like
nursing home care, life support,
and organ donation? Do you
understand living wills, durable
powers of attorney, and Do Not
Resuscitate orders? Not cheery
subjects, to be sure, but discussing them now will make it easier
when the time comes, and
ensure that your wishes will be
followed .

All sessions at 5 PM in the Dana Health Education Center at Maine Medical Center.
Cholesterol screening begins at 4:30 PM.
Call the MMC Public Information Office at 871-2196 for more information .

IS FOLK
DEAD?
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Continued from page one

MUSicologists, the scholars who keep track of
musical subcultures like folk, rock, rap and jazz,
have done their best in recent years to keep us
confused as to what is and what is not folk
music. Scholars tend to ignore how the rest of
us use words and continue to apply their own
obscure definitions when we're not around.
Confusion results when someone takes one of
those definitions out of its academic setting and
applies it somewhere in the real world.
For example: the Del Fuegos, a rock 'n' roll
band from Boston, did an ad for Budweiser a
few years back in which they extolled the "honest, natural" qualities of their favorite beer. The
spokesman for the Del Fuegos made it very
clear that he and his friends were not just making money up there in the spotlights, but were,
in fact, having loads of honest, natural fun.
"After alt" he said, "they say that rock 'n' roll is
folk music now." While bringing us all a step
closer to our refrigerators and the canned bliss
therein, the Del Fuegos voiced the opinion of
many, many musicolOgists; namely, that if the
"common folk" listen to it and sing it to the
cows in the bam, it's folk music, regardless of
what we caIled it before.
From a journalistic standpoint, the notion
that rock equals folk presents some difficulties.
First, getting "folks" to quietly accept the label
"common" in this militantly democratic era is a
task fraught with danger. People have a way of
lashing out at those who call them namesusually with something blunt and heavy.
Secondly, if the guys on MTV wearing leather
jackets and Spandex leotards are folk musicians, who's that singing "Greensleeves?"

The folk tradition
Whof ahout a dale, MaTrjOf ?
I'd l«ar fwe~, play CD's
of prnven popularl'J, onJer onkJ
ftxx:ls ...,ch '" "JoOd" c.fJDJeJi-ero/

February 22, 1990

Early in the 19th century, an informal alliance
of artists and writers came together on some
issues they felt strongly about. First, they were
fed up with the Enlightenment neoclassical
tradition represented by dry old farts like
Voltaire and Samuel Johnson, whose followers
had been telling the rest of the creative world
what to write, paint and perfonn. Second, due
to the Industrial Revolution, the cities of Europe
had begun to resemble modem Gary, Indiana,
an industrial wasteland incapable of sustaining
human life. Most artists and intellectuals did
not benefit financiaIly from the changes taking
place in the cities and were depressed by the
noise and smoke.
With the Enlightenment establishment
shoving "good taste" down their throats and
the Industrial Revolution blowing foul air up
their noses, these disgusted and supremely
irritated people, called "Romanticists," began to
say things like, "Man, I have got to get out of
the big city. I need to get my head into a more
natural space where I can be free to express
myself. Baby, I am getting back to the land."
Upon getting back to the land, the Romanticists discovered the rich traditions of fanners
and peasants. The Romanticists believed that
the peasants, because they lived so close to
nature, were necessarily good people. The
Romanticists liked many things about peasant
life, but were particularly interested in what
they caIled "folk music."
The folk music of the Romanticists' day was
the product of an oral tradition, where one
generation passes its songs and stories to the
next by word of mouth. The peasants' songs
told stories that appealed to the emotions. The
Romanticists considered this a big improvement over the songs of the Enlightenment

Schooner Fare/Devonsquare Reunion Concert
To celebrate the 25th anniversary
of the
original Devonsquare Trio

To beneh~ the Jack McPMlips Memorial Fvnd

Phineas Martin, In his shop.
tradition, which were sophisticated poems set
to music that appealed only to the mind. They
began to collect and sing peasant songs, and
even wrote some of their own.
Here in Portland, Charlie Ipcar collects songs
from various rural, ethnic sources and occasionally writes his own. Charlie learned many of the
songs he sings in the original oral tradition: by
listening to his parents sing. "I grew up with
folk music. My parents threw parties where
people would come and play all night long.
They'd send us kids to bed around midnight,
but we'd sneak back in and listen."
Charlie's parents became interested in folk
music while living in Greenwich Village in the
1930s. One of his uncles was a "real, live
troubadour." Charlie himself didn't start
playing folk music until he was in college,
when the folk music revival of the 19605 was at
its peak. "I felt then that I had come full circle,"
he says.
Charlie has a very definite idea of what folk
music is. "It's a form of music that comes from
generations of oral tradition." Where does this
leave modem singer/songwriters like Bob
Dylan and Tracy Chapman? "Well, the test of a
tune is 10 years later. If it survives its initial
release, it's folk music."
To Phineas Martin, the "10 years later" test
constitutes an "aural" (as in "audio") tradition:
music handed down from record to listener.
Phineas started Buckdancer's Choice as an
"acoustics only" music store in the mid 19705.
Later, when sales of acoustic instruments
slowed down and operating costs sped up,
Phineas started selling electric instruments to
stay afloat. When he did, members of the folk
music community in Portland expressed their
disapproval in no uncertain terms. "They
stopped coming in," he says. "Eventually I sold

CBW/Tonee Harbert

'em all electric guitars."
Nevertheless, a certain amouJlt of animOSity
remains between Phineas and the rest of the
traditional musicians in the area. This timehonored musical feud can be traced to the
"back to the land" Romanticism of traditional
musicians and the roots of the Folk Revival
itself.

The folk process
When the folk music revival began in the
United States during the DepreSSion, people
heard elements of Romanticism mingled with
modem political ideologies in the music of
contemporary folk singers. Farmers evicted
from the land heard union organizers singing
songs about the dignity of the common'man
and the righteous power of the organized
masses. Unemployed factory workers listened
to union folk songs about the sins of industrial
robber barons, scabs and crooked cops, and
were told about the evil inherent in the old
order.
People in the cities first listened to folk music
for the message it carried, and not necessarily to
hear that hillbilly twang. When urban audiences finally acquired a taste for the sound of
folk music, the influx of immigrants and real
country folks into the city made it possible for
folk enthusiasts to hear a wide range of ethnic
styles. Any number of musical genres were then
referred to as "folk music," making the phrase a
little vague at an early stage.
By the time the 19605 rolled around, people
were calling blues, bluegrass, ragtime jazz and
about a hundred other different ethnic styles
"folk music." The two things that identified this
babel as folk music for most people were (1)
Continued on page 9

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.
!~ ~W@~~~®ltlf~~iilf{m;~1ili

Jim C ro ck er

and Bruce Campbell are Portland's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put a grown-up
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
'Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!
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Continued from page 7

that they all came from oral, unschooled folk
traditions or resembled those traditions to
several decimal places and (2) that they were
all performed on acoustic instruments by
people who didn't make a whole lot of
money doing it.
About the time that all this came to pass,
significant changes in where and how ~ple
lived began to have an effect on folk musIc.
For one thing, ever greater numbers of.people
came to the big cities of the north, turrung the
quaint "musical melting pot" of the ur~an
folk scene into a cultural crucible. Musical
subcultures came and went with the tide.
. For
another, as televisions found their way I~to
mo re a nd more homes and portable radiOS
.
became as ubiquitous as opinions, tastes m
art and music were literally broadcast from

AMADEUS
. MUSIC

~

In the Old Port
332 Fore Street
Portland • 772-8416
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40% OFF
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NOW SHOWING A FULL LINE OF
CRUISE WEAR & SPRING FASHIONS.
WE HAVE A GOOD SELECfION OF
BATHING SUITS & COVER-UPS,
AND EVERYTHING FOR THE
MOTHER OF THE BRIDE!

185 PARK ROW
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
"AROUND THE CORNER FROM BOWDOIN
COllEGE, ACROSS FROM TflE
BIG GREY C/IURCI/"

Everything in Helen's Cellar -70% OFF.

STORE HOURS 9:30-5:30
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This is the folk process.
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Local folks
Ellen Zimmerman, leader of a local contra
dance band called Ellen and the Sea Slugs,
did not so much become interested in folk
music as she was drafted by it. "Some
.
roommates of mine gave me a fiddle a while
back. When 1 moved to Peaks Island, I n:'et a
half Jewish/Bolivian indian Suzuki violm
teacher." (Suzuki instruction stresses the
leaming of melodies and techniques before
studying music theory). After two years of
classical lessons, some of Ellen's island
neighbors, who felt that El~en ":,,as.enslaved
by formal musical instructlOn, ~n:lted Ell~n
to si t in on their weekly aCOUStiC J<lm sesslOns.
She graciously accepted.
Shazzam! There it was: Ellen and the Sea
Slugs. "Then," she says gravely, "like a
tumor, it grew." People on the island started
· performances , then contra dances.
reques t mg
(Contra dances are folk dances that are
distantly related to the square dances of the
southwest). The 'Slugs contacted a "caller," a
person who calls out instructions to danc~rs,
and were shortly playing hither and yon m
southem Maine.
Steve Ryder plays the mandolin in Ellen
and the Sea Slugs. But, like Bruce Wayne and
Clark Kent, Steve has another iden~ty: he

all
B

a.
s

all
T

o

·-»<Utland. "About IS to 20 percent
"Mostly, I listen to ~~~~~~::;;:;;::=
guii<lrs ana believes that the
next century is found on the shelves of the
local cassette/CD store under "rock n' roll."
Yet, in an apparent clash of taste and style,
Steve is there on Peaks Island once or twice a
month, mandolin in hand, to play fiddle
tunes a hundred years old.
Meanwhile, back at Rosie's, Charlie Ipcar
finishes his chowder and pays up. It's the
first Tuesday of the month, and Charlie is on
his way to a meeting of the Portland Folk
Club. On his way, he stops at the Y.M.C.A. to
pick up a storyteller. Arriving at the Swedenborgian Church on Stevens Avenue shortly
after seven, Charlie gets out of his Subaru
and unlocks the front door of the church for
the five or six people waiting for him.
In the next half hour, 25 more people show
up and fill the circle of chairs. An hour later,
people are still trickling in with their instruments by ones and twos_
As the players take turns around the circle,
the others sit quietly, listening intently to
what's being played. Storytellers tell jokes,
tall stories and enormous lies; some folks
play the blues, some just sing, some just
listen.
Toward the ·e nd of the evening, a man
plays a song that he has just written. The
style is not that of old-timey traditional folk
music, bu t is instead reminiscent of Gordon
Lightfoot or Stan Rogers. As the man sings,
Charlie Ipcar leans into the circle. His face
drawn in concentration, Charlie taps out the
beat softly on the oak floor. Watching Charlie
Ipcar listen to this brand-new music with
such obvious approval, it becomes difficult to
believe that real folk music, traditional or
progreSSive, will ever go away. Folk music,
after all, has been with us since the cave folks
played kazoos.

In the nud~t of thisiIux .lnd rha P'"";"::lOik
'
d OIrseverallssues.
Some folk musicians were offended by very
un-folky developments inside musical genres
that had heretofore been considered safely
traditional, ethnic and acoustic. The principle
offenders were country music and blues.
Country music took up themes that were
decidedly urban and popular, while the blues
spun off into rock 'n' roll, widely regarded by
traditional musicians as shallow and ludicrous. To some people, the element of those
new subgenres that most exceeded the proper
limits of true folk music was the advent of the
electric guitar.
The electric guitar, a technical refinement
on the coal-fired, steam-driven guitar and an
entire generation ahead of the acoustic guitar,
symbolized much of what was wrong wi th
the modern world in the opinion of traditional musicians. Rebelling against the
increasingly homogenized mainstream, the
traditionalists, like their Romanticist forefathers and foremothers, got back to their rural
roots. Since by the late '50s most of the
available jobs in the U.S. were to be found in
urban areas, the majority of traditional
musicians had to be content with living in
cities and playing folk music on acoustic
instruments at every opportunity.
Still other folk musicians looked at what
was happening in country music and blues
and, more or less, approved. People from this
school of thought pointed to a phenomenon
called the Folk Process and stated that it was
only natural for music to change and develop. The folk process can be roughly
summed up as follows:
A Gennan immigrant moves to a Cajun
village and sings an Italian folk song to a
Mexican tourist. The Mexican tourist then
returns home and sings a s6mewhat altered
version of an Italian folk song with German
and Cajun influences. To make the process
W.D. Cutlip is a fo/kie and IZ misanthrope
who lives on Peaks Island.
complete, the people to whom the Mexican
musit·;,,~"

Some people say SALE so many times,
it sounds like a broken record.

tourist sings his radically altered folk song
are in reality extraterrestrial beings, who .the~
take the song into space with them and smg It
when they retum to their home planet. When
the people on planet X finally hear the song,
it is played on fusion-powered Rebonzos ~nd,
in all probability, does not sound exactly like
the original tune. This is the folk process.

~~~~Nrer~~~~=:;:;;i~;;:'_2~UJ~'I~d~s~e~lec~tric guitars for Lex Luthier Custom
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ENJOY

LIFE!
light up the nJght with Michelob
light! AmaZingly, there was once a
baseball player who played in over
100 games in the big
leagues - and yet
NEVER came to bat o r
pitched or played any
p o sition
in
the
foeld!. .. He was a unique
player named Herb
Washi1gDn .. Washirl\lon

played for Oakland in
1974 and 1975, and was
used only as a pinch·
runner... He scored 33
runs, but never goo to
bat or playa fielding position in his
e nlire major leaque career. With
Mkhelob light - you can get a
super·premium taste in a less
filling beer. What are tbe most
points ever scored by one player in
a college basketball game? ..The alltime college record is held by Bevo

Francis who scored 113 points for
Rio Grande against Hillsdale on Feb.
2, 1954 - and no other college
player has ever topped
that. Michelob light.

another member of
the great beer - from
the Michelob family
of super-premium
beers. Did you know
there was once an
owner of a pro sports
team who fired his team
but kept lhe coach!. ..
Usually it works the
other way .. . But when
Ned Doyle owned Miami of the
American Basketball ASSOCiation, his
team had a bad year in 1970, so he
got all new players for the neXI
season, but kept his coach, Hal
BHtman ...That's probably the only
time-that's happened in pro sports
history.

Mittenfest '90, the
children's winter carnival continuing through
Feb. 23.
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held at 8 p.m. at Woodfords
Congregational Church, 202
Wood fords St., Portland. The
celebration includes Latin
American music and poetry
readings. The festivities are free
and open to the public, which is
a lot cheaper than the elections
(According to this month's
Harpers Magazine the elections
will cost the government $14
per person.) For more information, call 797-6227 evenings.
• ''Whosis,'' a new play by
Figures of Speech Theatre,
premieres tonight at 8 p.m. in
Schaeffer Theatre at Bates
ColJege, Lewiston. "Whosis"
depicts a young woman's relationship with her two fathersone is a loveless monster, the
other a romantic sea-going man
- and the search for the truth of
her past among her confused
memories of growing up in an
alcoholic home. The innovative
theater company's performances are alJegorical, using
dance, masks, shadow projections and animated figures.
Tickets are $10 and are available
from LA Arts, 782-7228.

grows over 30 different vegeUbrary, Monument Square,
tables and herbs in addition to
Portland. For more information,
perennial crops such as rhucall 353-9711.
barb, asparagus and raspber• "The Environmental and
ries. The farm is certified orHealth Legacies of Nuclear
ganic by the Maine Organic
Weapons Production" is the
Farmers and Gardeners Assotitle of a talk being given by Dr.
ciation and its budget reflects
Jennifer Leaning, a national
expenses and a fair labor value.
board member of PhYSicians for
Profits from the farmi5 divided
Social Responsibility, at 7:30
up among the participating
p.m. at the Dana Educational
shareholders. For more inforCenter, Maine Medical Center,
22 Bramhall St., Portland.
mation, call Jill or Charlie
Agnew at 3~j~D62!'.ii~~~ Leanings wilJ focus on the
management deficits of the
Department of Energy and the
resulting consequences on the
health of workers at the weapons plants. A questions and
answer period will follow. The
talk is free and open to the
publiC. For more information,
• As Bush returns from his
call 772-6710.
"ice-breaking" summit in
• The award-winning organColumbia, The Libertarian Part
ist Thomas Murray joins the
of Maine is inviting public
dialogue on legalizing drugs.
Portland Symphony Orchestra
in a performance of Poulenc's
The Libertarian Party in coopConcerto in G Minor for
eration with the Coalition to
Organ, Strings and Timpani.
End Violence is sponsoring
The concert program also
meetings around the state on
includes Mendelssohn's" A
the issue. The local meeting is at
Midsummer Night's
6
at the Portland Public

Dream: Four Pieces" and
Vaughn Williams' Symphony
No.7 ("Sinfonia Antarctica"),
which features narrator Joel
Martin, soprano Rebecca
SchnelJ and the Women's
Chorus of the Choral Arts
Society. Showtime is 7:45 p.m.
at Portland City Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $25, $21, $15
and $10. Murray will present a
free concert preview at 6:30
p.m. For more information, call
773-8191.

• They may not be pretty but
they're fun. The Fools are in
town for a show at T-Bird's, 126

N. BoydSt., Portland. Admission is $6 in advance, $8 at the
door, For more information, call
773-8040.
• Political campaigns are the
subject of a panel discussion
organized by the Portland Area
League of Women Voters at 7
p.m. at the Holiday Inn by the
Bay in Portland. Jane Fowler,
campaign manager for Sherry
Huber's gubernatorial campaign, and Thomas Hanrahan,
political satirist with the
Waterville Morning Sentinel,
will discuss political ad campaigns, voter apathy and voter
concern about candidates'
integrity. The talk is free and
open to the public, but reservations are needed. (The panel
discussion is preceded by a
dinner at 5:30. Cost is of the
dinner is $11). For more information, call 774-3289 or
797-0663.
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• The New England premiere
of Mark Harelik's play "The
Immigrant" is taking place at
The Theater Project, 14 School
St., Brunswick. The play portrays Harelik's grandfather, a
Jewish immigrant from Russia,
who came to Galveston, Texas
in 1909 and made his way to
Hamilton, Texas where he sold
bananas from a wheelbarrow.
The Theater Projecfs artistic
director Al Miller directs the
production. Performances
continue through March 11,
Thursday at 7 p.m., FridaySaturday at 8 p.m., Sunday at 2
p.m. For ticket information, call
729-8584.

• "Marsden Hartley in Bavaria," an exhibit of 15 paintings
and more than 70 drawings, is
at the Bowdoin College Museumof Art through April 14.
The exhibit is the first to focus
on this transitional period in
Hartley's career spent at the
Bavarian alpine village of
Garmisch-Partenkirchen in
1933-1934. Gail Levin, the curator and catalogue author of the
exhibit, speaks on Hartley's
work at 7:30 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium in the Visual Art
Center. The exhibit and talk are
free and open to the public. Museum hours are Tuesday-Friday
10 a.m.-4 p .m., Saturday 10
• The Nicaraguan elections
a.m.-5 p.m., and Sunday 2-5
are
tomorrow. Tonight a celep.m. For more information, call
bration of the elections is being
725-3275.

• Hair-raising fundraising: A
cut-a-thon to benefit the First
Maine Lesbian & Gay Film
Festival is underway today at
Amore on the third floor of One
City Center, Portland. Haircuts
are $25 each and refreshments
will be served. Proceeds from
the cut-a-thon will help bring
gay and lesbian films to Portland this May. For more information, call 774-1774.
• Robert Chibka reads from
his first novel, "A Slight Lapse"
published this month by W.W.
Norton, at 4 pm at Raffles Cafe
Bookstore, 555 Congress St.,
Portland. The poet Stanley Elkin
describes Chibka's novel as
" ... at once humorous, thoughtful, moving and brilliant. His
knowledge of language is
immense, rather like Joyce's,
only much more accessible."
For more information on the
reading, call 761-3930.
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Drugstore
Cowboy
'I< Portland

36 MARKET ST. - PORTLAND -773·4500

the Charlie Brown Cowboy
Band. Tickets for the show are
$9 in advance (available at
Raoul's, Alberta'a Cafe, The
Good Egg Cafe, Amadeus
Music and Enterprise Records),
$10 at the door. For more infor-

Allegorical Theater:
"Whosls" premieres
Feb. 24.
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• "Flora Portrayed: Classics
of Botanical Art for the Hunt
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TALKING
PERSONAL

Every Wednesday
NO COVER
Dance to hits WIth OJ Roger Grenier

DArLY7,9
NaHonal Sooilly
01 Film Criti..:

• An Armenian contortionist,
a Ukrainian pole-walker, a
Siberian wire-walker, father and
son tightrope walkers from the
Dagistan region of the Soviet
Union join scores of acrobats,
jugglers, clowns and dancers for
two performances at Portland
City Hall Auditorium. The

Corthell Concert Hall on the
USM Gorham campus. The
internationally acclaimed
guitarist is the artist-in-residence at the Peobody Conservatory and on the faculty of the
Manhattan School of Music in
New York. Tickets are $10 for
the public, $7 for seniors and $5
for students. For more information, call the Portland Concert
Association at 772-8630.

We're

opening february 28
wild card wednesdays
featuring guest appearances by
new england's hottest dj's from
AXIS, HUB CLUB, MAN RAY!
theme nogh.s, video events ... . he unknown

BREAKING IN

FEB 28 - MAR 13

• Delux Productions has
played both at The Maine
Festival and Geno's, performing
off-beat cabaret shows like
"Losers, Has-Beens and Nobodies" and "The Ant Show: An
Entomological MusicaL"
Tonight and tomorrow, Ornar
Ricardo hosts "Cabaret Bonanza," an off-beat country and
western cabaret at 7 and 10 p.m.
at Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. A mock-gymnast
sextet performs a couple of
numbers and Aqua Ballerinas
seek water in the desert. Jolene
McGowan and Ornar dance
country swing to the music of

Institute Collection" opens
today at the Portland Museum
of Art. The exhibit traces the
development and history of
botanical illustration from the
Renaissance through the 19705,
The exhibit includes bouquets
and roses by Pierre-Joseph
Redoute (1759-1840), referred to
as the "Raphael of the rose."
Gallery talks on the exhibit will
be given March 8 at 5:15 p.m.
and March 9 at 12:30 p.m. For
more information, call 775-6148.
• Real Mainers (and people
who aspire to real Mainedom)
kick up their feet at the first
Downeasters Ball at 7 p.m. in
the Old Mariners Church, Fore
Street, Portland. Maine food,
Beano and prizes for the best
outfit atop Bean Boots are
among the native diversions.
Music will be performed by Eric
Drew and the Waiters. Tickets
are $35, available from the
Portland Symphony Orchestra
Women's Committee. Reservations for the ball must be made
by Feb. 26. Proceeds will benefit
the PSO. For more information,
call 767-4083.
• Classical guitarist Manuel
Barrueco performs at 8 p.m. in

:.

• An informational meeting
about a community-supporte:i
farm in Sabbatus is being held
at 6:30 p.m. at the Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens Ave.,
Portland. Willow Pond Farm

sex,lies,
and

world-acclaimed Soviet Acrobatic Revue comes to town as
part of their first United States
tour. Performances are at 4 and
8 p.m. Ticket are $7-$18, half
price for children under 12. For
ticket information, call the
Portland Concert Association at
772-8630.
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THE ULTIMATE DANCE CLUB
Beach Attire • Body Contests
Cash PHzes • OJ by Roger Grenier
Mondays: Bar Appreciation Night
Tuesdays: ladies Night
Cover Charge. Proper Attire
ID Required. 284·9283

ZCDTZ

31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND· 773-8187

EXPECTTHE UNEXPECTED
EVERY WEDNESDAY AT

ZOOTZ
THE PROGRESSIVE
DANCE CLUB

How about you?

See page 17
for details!

~- $7 advance, $8 door

Show starts 9 pm

WE
DELIVER
166 Cumberland Ave· Portland

Call 774-7414

..,
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St.nI.,. .~ .It. Jane Fonda plays a
recenUy widowed factory worker in New
Engbmd, who teaches a loner (Robert
de Nlro) to read and write. The movie is
directed by Martin Ritt, who directed
"Norma Rae· and "Nuts:

Casco &y Wukly

CBW LISTINGS
Restaurant and Tayern

St.11a Bette Midlerplays a single mother
raising a daughter conceived during a
brief affair with a man who retums later
to play Daddy. This remake of Barbara
Stanwyck's "Stella Dallas " about a selfsacrificing mother has little to recommend it in the '90s.

LI.tlngs must b. rec.lvedln witting by 12 noon t ... FIt.y prior to publlc.tlon.
Ann Slto....r, C•• co B.y W••kly, 187 CI.rk St ....t, Portl.nd 04102

• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT! •

Luncheon Specials Every Dayl

Warm up with our homemade soups lit chowders

Who Killed Vlnc.nt Chin? Documentary examines an incident in which
a young Chinese-American engineer
was beaten to death with a baseball bat
by a Caucasian auto worker, Ronald
Ebens, who never spent a day in jail.
The movie is directed by Christine Chow
who will be at Bowdoin to discuss the
film Feb 28, 7:30 p.m. in the Main
Lounge of the Mouton Union.

Fri. & Sat. Feb. 23-24

SILVER
SCREEN

Breaking In Burt Reynotds and Casey
Siemasko playa team of safecrackers
director Bill Forsyth's ("Local Hero· and
"Housekeeping") latest flick. The movie
is well cast Burt Reynolds does a fine
job casting aside the debonair bachelor he often plays to play the rote of an
over-the-hill crook. The screenplay,
written by John Sayles, has some brilliant moments such as a poem by a
young prostitute, "What I Would Do
With Your Balls .. : But the elements
never really come together to tell much
of story.
Dr.gon Chow A Pakastani man arrives in Hamburg and finds himself in a
land of welfare hotels, con men and
summons from the immigration authorities. While working at a Chinese restaurant he befriends a Chinese man
and together they open a restaurant of
their own .

Happy Hour 4-6 Mon.-Fri.
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

In the last two weeks, our
readers spent over 3,000
minutes
just liTo/king Personal"

Why don 't you Join them?
Call Mark Kelleher
at 775-6601 today'
And YOU can start

ERSONAL

Help us fight epilepsy Feb. 25 at Bruno's.
Feb.23-24 Bruno's, Portland
Feb. 25
Epilepsy Foundation Benefit at
Bruno's, open to the public
Raoul's Dance Party
Feb. 28
Mar. 2-3 Mr. Goodbar's, O.O.B.
Raoul's Dance Party
Mar. 7

Mar. 9 Holy Ghost, Portland
Mar. 10 SalemMA., Private
Mar. 14 Raoul'sDance Party
Mar. 16-17 Bretton Woods, NH
Mar. 21 Raoul's Dance Party
Mar. 23-24 Bruno's, Portland

Winners of 4 Maine Music Awards!
Every Wednesday Night is Ladies Night at Raoul 's with the
Red Light Revue - Ladies Admitted Free!
Now booking weddings and corporate parties for_spring &: summer.
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL 8

2802

My Left Foot

Driving MI. . D.I.y Bruce Beresford's
("Breaker Morant") version of Alfred
Uhry's prize-winning play stars Morgan Freeman and Jessica Tandy. The
story is about the evolving relationship
between a Jewish widow and her black
chauffeur. The movie is a metaphor for
old age: slow and beautiful, sharp but
not all there. The film's beautiful photography compensates for the pieces
that are less than engaging.

What's Where
aeneral Clne.... s
Maine Mall

Henry V The comparisons to Sir Lawrence Olivier's are inevitable. This
Henry is the first movie by director and
actor Kenneth Branaugh. According to
The Village Voice, Branaugh wanted
"to prove that Shakespeare could hold
an audience in the era of 'Batman.'"

Maine Mal Road, S Portland

774·1022
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M.dhou. . Yuppie couple (John Larraquette and Kirstie Alley) must confront the horrors of guests who will not
leave.
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I don't rush out to see movies
about people struggling to overcome
handicaps. I don't like saints.
Everything to be gleaned from a
synopsis of "My Left Foot" suggested
Drugatore Cowboy Matt Dillon and
a film of the saintly variety. Despite
Gus Van Sant Jr. star in this movie
the good reviews, it's almost imposabout addicts, who loot drug stores to
sible to give a brief description of
support their habit in Portland, Oregon .
"My Left Foot" without making it
sound sappy. It is a movie based on
theautobiographyoftheIrish painter
and writer Christy Brown, who had
cerebral palsy and only had use of
his left foot to create. (Phew! That's
M.n Don't L•• v. Jessica Lange plays
over.)
a newly-widowed mother in this movie
But " My Left Foot" transcends
based on the French flick "La VIS I
the mush that usually char acterizes
Continue: Se. t In Baltimore, the movie
such movies and paints a striking
evolves With style a. sHe fearns to cope
'"
portra.it of a man struggling with his
in new surroundings. Joan Cusak plays '
relationships, with creativity and his
a neighbor who tries to seduce Lange's
17-year-01d son.
own sense of worth.
Hugh O'Connor plays the young
Night breed Clive Barker's (,Hellraiser' )
Christy. His perfonnance is remarkhorror flick stars David Cronenberg
able. Childhood is often portrayed
(director of "The Fly" and "Videodrone")
in movies as no more than a flashand Craig Sheffer. A man who is wanted
back characterized bya brief appearEneml •• , A Lov. Story Paul Mafor murder is forced to hide out among
zursky's ("Moscow on the Hudson" and
ance of a young actor who looks like
an ancient race of monsters.
"Down and Out in Beverly Hills-) adapthe actor playing the adult role. But
tation of Isaac Beshevis Singer's novel
in "My Left Foot" O'Connor develfocuses on the life and loves of Herops the character and Daniel Dayman, a Holocaustsurvivor living in New R.v.nge KeVin Costner visits a fellow
Lewis as the adult ChriSty follows
Vietnam vet and falls in love With his
York in the late ·40s . He's married to
th e lead. The young Christy doesn' t
wife. The best thing about this movie is
the gentile Polish woman who hid him
that it is set in Mexico, offering a wel demand pity even though his place
during the war and he's haVing an affair
come excursion from the dreariness of
in the common room of·the house is
with another Holocaust survivor. As
mid-winter. Kevin Costner isn't too bad
under the staircase like the family
Herman is juggling the two women in
to look at either; the costumers have
pet and he is utterly dependent.
his life, his first wife whom he precolor coordinated his wardrobe to
even
sumed
dead
shows
up.
Ron
Silver's
There is an intelligence and fierce inthe tropIcal background. The movie'S
Herman is more attractive than Singer's
dependence in his eyes and limited
ad campaign announces that revenge
character. There's no mystery why any
movements which rejects sympathy.
is ·more powerful than love, " which
woman
would
want
him.
But
Mazursky
Day-Lewis continues to develop
explains why such extreme VIolence is
and his actors slowly reveal the charChristy's complex character. I like
called for after a brief affair of tepid sex.
acters' fears and desires in a way that
Christy because he doesn't want me
does justice to the novel. Angelica
to like him.Sometimeshe' sfunny,at
Huston and MargaretSophieStein play
other times he's vindictive. He' s
the women in Herman's life.
more like the people I know. When
Glory Morgan Freeman and Denzel
he goes into a drunken rage at a
Washington star in this mOVIe about
restaurant after he discovers the
the troop of black soldiers who fought
women he loves is engaged to anfor the Union during the Civil War.
other man, I identify with the man
Sweeping batlle scenes convey the
rather than distance myself because
war's horror.
of his disease.
In the end, it is clear that Christy
succeeds because he was loved and
supported by his family. Brown grew
up in a large working-dass family in
Dublin and the family scenes are the
most evocative in the movie. There
is nothing sacherine about the love
he receives. It's familiar. For every
. .x, II.. .nd vldeot.p. The first
show of affection there is the attenfeature film of writer-<lirector Steven
dent frustration of raising a handiSoderbergh has a simplicity that recapped child . For every tender
sults from its small cast and narrow
moment there is a violent one.
focus. The four characters - Ann, her
Ann Sitmner
husband John, her sister Cynthia, and
John's old college friend Graham Bom on the Fourth of .July Oliver
have one thing on their mind: sex. The
Stone's ("Platoon· and "Salvador")
greatness behind the movie rests not
second Vietnam movie is abouta young
only in the film itself, but more so in
man from Long Island, who loses faith
what happens to those who view it after
H.rd to Kill Action flick about a detecafter he returns from the war parathey leave the theater. 11 encourages
tive (Steven Segal) who recovers from
lyzed. The movie is based on Ron
honest dialogue gently - without big
a
seven-year
coma
and
seeks
revenge
Kovic's book about his experience.
issues, gaudy special effects or a cast
on
the
people
who
murdered
his
fam(Kovic helped Stone with the screenof thousands.
play.)
Tom Cruise does 0.1(., but
ily.
the best scenes are the one in which
Stone uses Cruise's image as the local
point of the scene and Cruise doesn't
have to act at all.
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Who Killed
Chin?
Feb 22, 4 pm In Kresge Auditorium
7:30 pm In Beam CIa&Sroom
0. The IIIght Thing
Fe/) 23. 7:30 and'O pm
Smith Auditorium, Sills Han

- . ' . aolla Mav. It

Fob 24, 7:30 and ,0 pm
Smith Audhorium, sms Hal
The . .venth . . .1
Fob 25, 3 pm
Kresge Auditorium. ViSual Arts Cenler

Dr_..-Chow

Fob 28.3:30 and 8 pm
Kresge Audllonum., Viaual Arts Center
On The Raule
Feb 28, 7pm
SmIth Auditorium, Stll. Hal

CLUBS
THURSDAY 2.22
Pluck ,.....t.r and T ... C.rollna.
(rock) Tree cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441 .
Bill Chinook (rock) T-Bird·s. 126 N.
Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
B.d Credit (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown
St. , Portland. 772-7891 .
BI.hop Av.nue B.nd (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton St. , Portland. 7740444 .

Tim F."..n & Co" (clubs) Little Willies, 36 MarketSt., Portland. 773-4500.
T ... Rlch.rd M.rat_ Big B.nd
(jazz/swing) Holy Ghost, 33 Exchange
St. , Portland. 773-<1330 .
B_dc ••t.ra (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 N. Pickett, S. Portland. 7674627.

FRIDAY 2.23
.J.rry Portnoy (blues) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Brok.n Men (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 774-1441.
Wild ....rt. and Ult.ltor Motlv.
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St., Portland.
772-7891.
Bishop Avenue B.nd (rock) Old Pen
Tavern, 11 Moukon St., Portland. 7740444.
Rockln' .J.k. & t ... Ron.r Co. .t·
.ra (blues) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial
St., Portland. 774-3550.
Red. Light R.vue (r&b) Bruno's, 33
India St., Portland. 773-3530.
Roy Fraze. (jazz) Utile Willies, 36
Market St., Penland. 773-4500.
Bro.dc. .t.ra (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 N. Pickett, S. Portland. 7674627 . •
T ... Sena. (rock) Spirits at the Manor
700 Main St, S. Portland. 774-6151 . '
Doubl. T.lk (rock) Shelley'S, 12 Uncoin St., Biddeford. 284-9283.

CON
CERTS

THURSDAY 2.'22
B_ux Art. TrIo (classical) Piano trio
perform Haydn's Trio in E Flat Major,
Ravel's Trio in A Minor, and
Beethoven's Archduke Trio at 7:30 pm
In Portland CIty Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $25, $20, $14 and $9 available
from the Portland Concert Association
at 772-8630.

FRIDAY 2.23
Mu.lc. Trlclnla (classical) Trio of two
trumpets and keybOard perform a variety of music from the Baroque to the
present at 8 pm at City Theater in
Biddeford. Tickets are $8 for adults, $6
for seniors and children . For more information, call 282-0849.

SATURDAY 2.24

SATURDAY 2.24

Pluck T ....t.r (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St. , Portland. 772-7891 .
Brok.n M.n (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441 .·
Rockln' .J.k. & t ... RoIl.r eo..t·
_ (blues) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial
St., Portland. 774-3550.
BI.hop Av.nue B.nd (rock) Old Pen
Tavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 7740444.
M.x.c.1I Blu.. (acoustic) Moose
Alley, 46 Market St, Portland. 7745246.
Red Light R.vue (r&b) Bruno's 33
India St., Portland. 773-3530.
'
Bro.dc••t.ra (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 N. Pickett, S. Portland. 7674627.
Roy Fraze. (jazz) Utile Willies, 36
Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
The . ._ (rock) Spirits at the Manor
700 Main St., S. Portland. 774-6151 . '

Androscoggin Chorale and Maine Chamber Ensemble (classical) Program includes J.S. Bach's Cantata No. 182,
Mass in G Minor and Orchestral Suite
No. 1 at 8 pm (and tomorrow at 2 pm),
Bates Cotlege Chapel, Lewiston. Tickets are $8/$6. For more information
call 777.0945.
'

SUNDAY 2.25
Des......t. Avlkadoz (folk-rock fusion) 4 pm, Gritty McDuffs, 396 Fore
St. , Portland. 772-2739.
c-cIy Night 8:30 pm at T-Bird's,
126 N. Boyd St., Portland. 773-$040.
SJald Cleav. . (acoustic) Old PortTavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 7740444.

MONDAY 2.28
Linton Kw•• 1 .John.on (world beat)
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland .
774-1441 .
Annl CI.rk (acoustic) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St. , Portland. 774-0444.

TUESDAY 2.27
Randy .Juclklna (comedy) Utile Willies, 36 MarketSt., Portland. 773-4500.
Active Culture (reggae) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
D.n Tonini (acoustic) Gritty McDuff's,
396 Fore St., Portland. 772-2739.
T ... W.lt.ra (rock) Old pen Tavern,
11 Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
TomacioBrot"'ra(rock) T-Bird's, 126
N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.

WEDNESDAY 2.28
St.vI. & the BI.ckout. (rockabilly)
Geno's, 13 Brown St. , Portland. 7727891.
S.voy Tru"l. (rock) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
Tina & FI••h AU.n (cabaret) Uttle
Willies, 36 Market St., Portland. 7734500.
T ... Fool. (rock) T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. 773-$040.
T ... W.lt.ra (rock) Old Port Tavern ,
11 Moulton St. , Portland. 774-0444.
T ... Block....ds (rock) Shelley's, 12
Lincoln St., Biddeford. 284-9283.
Reel Light R.vue (r&b) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.

DANCING
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu: house
music and new music; Fri: Post Modern - all ages; Sat: latest dance music'
Sun : request night; Tue: Hip House - ali
ages. 773-$ 187.
The Moon, 425 Fore St., Penland.
Open nightly, 8 pm on ... No cover.
871-0663.
S.lut•• , 20 Milk St., Portland. Open
nightly until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.

TUESDAY 2.27
Chronlcl. (folk bio) 5-7 pm in the College Room of the USM Portland Campus Center. Free and open tothepublic:.
For more information, call 780-4812.
Portl.nd Symphony Gre.... tr.
(classical) PSO and organist Thomas
Murray perform Poulenc:'s Organ
Concerto at 7:45 pm at Portland City
Hall Auditorium. Also on the program
are Mendelssohn's "Midsummer
Nighfs Dream : Four Pieces· and
Vaughn Williams' Symphony No. 7
("Antarctica"), which features narrator
Joel Martin, soprano Rebecca Schnell
and the Women's Chorus of the Choral
Arts Society. Tickets are $25, $21 , $15
and $10. Murray will present a free
concert preview at 6:30 pm. For reservations, call 773-8191.
No.. _.t.ra B.rberahop Chorua
(vocals) . People interested in Singing
old-fashioned barbershop music are
welcome to attend guest night at 7:30
pm at The Moorings, Congress St.,
Bath. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 442-7421.

UPCOMING
Portl.nd.String Quart.t (classical)
Pianist Virginia Eskin joins the PSO in
a performance of "Piano Quintet· by
George Chadwick Mar 2, 8 pm in
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gomam.
Also on the program are Walter Piston
"String Quartet NO.1· and Eskin performs Variations on a Balkan Theme
by Amy Beach and "Three Virtuoso
Etudes· by Edward MacDowell, both
turn -of-the-century New England
Composers. Tickets are $71$4 . For
more information, call 780-5555.
M.nuel B.rruec:o (classical guitar)
Mar 3, 8 pm, Corthell Concert Hall
USM Gomam. Tickets are $10 for ~
public, $7 for seniors and $5 for students. For more information, call the
Portland Concert Association at 7728630.

STAGE

Morocco Allan Havis' play is a mystery
that explores issues of politics, terrorIsm , relationships and sexuality presented by Mad Horse Theater through
Feb 25 at 955 Forest Ave., Portland.
Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm,
Sun at 7 pm. Tickets are $10-$14. for
more information , call 797-3338 .
Tw.lfth Night Portland Stage Company presents Shakespeare's romantic comedy through Feb 25 at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland. Performances are
Tue-Thu at 7:30 pm, Fri at 8 pm, Sat at
5 and 9 pm and Sun at 2 pm . Tickets
are $7-$21 . For more information, call
774-0465.

continued on page 14

New in the Old Port ...
newest and most sophisticated night spot.*

Monday & Tuesday

Wednesday

Cur~ the Busi~ess Blues!
Glve UII a Busmess Card

TEX.MEX NIGHT
Marpriw $2.00
Do< Equis $1.50

and weill give you a

EE

DRINK!

Cuervo Shou $1.25

Limi[ one per pef$Ol'l)

Thursday

Friday

L"'U' r,,", NIGHT

ENJOY HAPPY HOUR

$1.00 Well Drinks

Five Foot Fridays

D.}. 8:30. 12:odr
Saturday
NIGHT

D.}. 8:30·12:30

*

ATTITUDE
ADJUSTMEN:l' HOUR

~':lfH'?lt:}'

$1.50 Well Drinks 6-9pm

D.J. 8:30·12:30

Happy Hour .

No Cover Charge • Dress Code

*

. ouvres

Stri~il~ E~furced

S\LUTffi
II"

18 B.I

A great night club.
A perfect dance place.
In the Pordand Regency.

20 Milk Street, Portland

lHURS FEBRUARY 22

lUES FEBRUARY 27

T-Blrds Presents

FAT TUESDAY

BILL CHINOOK

Featuring

Atlantic Recording Artist
Returns to Maine for 1 show!
$6 admission

THE TORNADO
BROTHERS

FRI FEBRUARY 23

Mardi Gras Calun Buffet
Door epen at 4:30

"THANK MAGIC
IT'S FRIDAY"
93¢ Railing Rock

SUN FEBRUARY 25

HEADLINER COMEDY
DoorS Open al7
Show al 8:30 • $5 cover

WED FEBRUARY 28

THE FOOLS
Tickets $6 advance,
$8 door
Special appearance
by SPLIT 50

All C}f Porlland'_s BEST things together at
T-Blrds" Come In and see what it is like to
be with the BEST!

-4 ~,&J~L:t1126 North Boyd 5t.
Portland, Maine • 773-8040
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Mal ... COnf.... nc. on Abu._ by
the FBI Day-long symposium of lec·
tures and panel discussions featuring
Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter Ross
Gelbspan of the Boston Globe; Ron
Payne, consultant to Public Television
show 'Eyes on the Prize ;' and Frank
Wilkinson , director of the National
Committee Against Repressive Legislation Feb 26, 10 am-8:30 pm in Chase
MYllt.ry Night. Members of Mad
hall, Bates College, Lewiston Keynote Portland WI ... & Ch_se, 8 Forest
Horse Theatre Company andotherlocal
address. 'The FBI and the Civil Rights
thespians present a "film nair" style
Ave., Portland. 'New Color and Con·
Movement," will be given at 7:30 pm by
murder mystery at Raphael's and Uttle
tacts: photographs by Arthur Fink.
Kenneth O'Reilly, author of ' Racial
Willies, 36 Market St., Portland. Audi·
Opening reception Feb 25, 2-5 pm.
Matters: The FBI Secret File of Black
ence enjoys a four-course meal as
Hours : Mon·Satl0am-5pm. 774-3465.
America, 1960-1972." Free and open D.rrielon Galleri_, 26 FreeSt.. POr1they play suspects and look for clues.
to
the
public.
For
more
information,
call
Mystery Night will be held on Sundays.
land. ' Utiliti : useful objects by gallery
786-6330
through Feb 25. For reservations, call
artists Mar 1·31. Opening reception
An Oral HI.torian's Work Video
773-4500.
Mar 1, 5-7 pm. 772-5011.
and discussion sponsored by the Yar· COng..... Squa ... Gall.ry, 594 Can·
Call Me Madam Irving Berlin's musimouth
Historical
Society
Feb
26,
7:30
cal is a based on the story of Pearl
gress St. , Portland. "Color: featuring
pm at Merrill Memorial Library, Main
Mesta, president Harry Truman's amHenry Isaacs pastels and oils, and
Street, Yarmouth. Free and open to the
bassadono Uchtenburg. Performances
Meg Brown Payson oils and oil pastel
public, but donations are welcome. For
at the Portland Lyric Theater through
Mar 2-Apr 2. Opening reception Mar 2,
more
information:
call
84&-6259.
Feb 25, 176 Sawyer SI , South Port5:30 pm. 774·3369.
DEP
Public
Hearing
to
discuss
cloland. Friday and Saturday evening per·
Art G.II.ry at Six Deering, Portsure alternatives for toxic waste lagoon
formances and Sunday matinee. For
land. Exhibit of oil paintings by prize·
situated at the GTE plant, Route 35 in
showtimes or ticket information" call
winning artist Jonathan Hotz. Preview
27,
6:30
pm
Standish.
Hearing
is
Feb
799-1421 or 799-6509.
reception Mar 2, &-9 pm . Open House
at the Edna Libby School. Route 114,
Agatha Chrl.ti.'. "The Mous..
Mar 3. 11 am·5 pm. Show continues
Standish. For more informa~on, call
trap" Dinner theater production Feb
through Mar 24. Hours: Tue-Sat 11
642·3706.
23-25 at the Portland Club. 156 State
am-5 pm for the first ~o weeks of the
If
Not
You
Who?
If
Not
Now
St.. Portland. Cash bar at 6:30, dinner
months, by appointment thereafter.
When? Patricia Russell-McCloud,
at 7 and performance at 8 pm. TIckets
772·9605.
activist lawyer and former chief of the Good Egg Cafe, 705 Congress St.,
are $27.50 each or $200 for a table of
Complaints Branch , Mass Media Bu·
eight. For more information, call 773·
Portland. Photograohs by J. Peter
reau of the FCC , speaks Feb 27. 8 pm
0218.
Monro and Jonathan Whitney Mar 1in
Kresge
Auditorium
,
Visual
Arts
V.lvete.n R.bblt Children's TheaApr 15. Opening reception Mar 3,6·9
Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
ter of Maine presents the children 's
pm. 775·1514.
For more information, call 725-3151.
story about toys which come to life Feb
C_unlty
Tel.vislon
Work.hop
24 and Mar 3 at lOam in Luther BonMaine Media Women and Public Cable
ney Auditorium, USM Portland. TIckoffer a workshop on how to access
ets are $5 per person. For more infor·
iocal access channel and an introducmation, call 854-0389.
tion to equipment Feb 28, 6:30 pm . Portland Mus..... of Art Seven ConThe Invnigr.nt New England pregress Square, Portland. Hours : TueCost
is $3 for members, $5 for non·
miere of Mark Harelick's play about his
Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12· 5; Free on Thursday
members . RSVP by Jan 26 to Jodi at
grandfather. a Jewish immigrant from
evenings, 5·9. Traditions in American
Public Cable at 775-2381.
Russia, who arrived in Galveston,
Landscape (through Mar 11); "Flora
Gr.ater
Portland
.nd
Maine
Texas in 1909 Feb 22·Mar 11 at the
Portrayed: Classics of Botanical Art
Economic.:
Cu
.....
nt
Realiti.s
Theater Project, 14 School St. , Brun·
from the Hunt Collecbon" (March 3·
and Futu... Pro.pects Half·day
swick. Performances are Thursdays at
May 13). 775·6148 .
conference features a panel of nine
7 pm, Friday-Saturday at 8 pm, SunAlbert.'. Cafe, 21 Pleasant St.. Porteconomists
and
researchers
Feb
28.
day at 2 pm. For ticket information , call
land. Group show through Mar 15.
8:30 am· 1 pm at the Sonesta Hotel,
729-8584.
featuring the work of Jennifer Peck,
Portland. Conference charge is $25.
Strange Snow Steve Metcalfe's play
Lynne Brunelle, DaVid Busch , Joyce
People
interested
in
attending
should
about the relationship between two Vi·
Dolley, Mary Jane Egan, Bnan Hoye,
contact
the
Greater
Portland
Chamber
etnam vets and the romance that de·
Nelson Lowry, Joyce Roessler, Jamie
of Commerce at 772·2811 no later
velops between one of them and the
Salamon, AbigaJi Spring and Andres
than Feb 26.
other's sister Mar 2·11 at Russell Hall,
Verzosa.775-1514
USM Gorham. Performances are Thu· Mal ... Women's Fund Helen Hunt, AREA G.II.ry, USM Portland Cam·
founder
of
the
New
York
and
Dallas
Satat8 pm , Sun at5 pm. Tickets are$6
pus Center. ' The Prairie Years, 1970·
Women's FundS, Will be the featured
for the public. For more Information,
1990' features mixed media works by
speaker
at
the
founding
reception
of
call 780-5483.
Patricia DuBose-Duncan depicting the
the Maine Women's Fund Feb 28, 5 pm
vanishing grasslands of the Midwest
at the Thomas Moser Cabinetmakers
through Mar 16. Hours: Mon-Sat 10
Showroom, 415 Cumberland, POr1land
am-9 pm, Sun 12-5 pm_ 78~090.
The Fund has been established to
empower and enable women and girls. B.yvl.w Gall.ry, 75 Market St.. Port·
land Recent paintings by John Holub
mothers and their children in Maine.
and woodcuts by Carroll Thayer Berry
Women and children comprise the
through Feb 24. Recent work by Helen
majority of the poor in the US but reSt. Clair Mar 1-31. Hours: Mon-Sat 10
ceive less than four percent of the
am-6 pm. 773·3007.
philanthropic dollar. This new fund aims
to change the balance in Maine. For Ev._ G.llery, 8 Pleasant St., Port·
land. 'Desert Cantos' and 'The Pit" by
more information, call Anne Broderick
RichardMisrachthrough Mar24. Hours :
lill at 774·5513.
Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat 11 am -5 pm .
The Myth of the Fortune COokl.
879-0042.
Christine Choy . Asian American
filmmaker and prodJcer of 'Who Killed F,O. Ball.y Antiqu.rI.ns , 141
Middle St.. Portland. Works by Adeline
VincentChoy: speaks Feb 28, 8 pm in
Allen, Orlando DeAvila, Chris Heilman,
Moulton Union, Bowdoin College,
Nick Humez, and Abby Huntoon . Hours:
Some news stories are censored
Brunswick. Free and open to the pub·
Mon·Fri 9 am-5 pm. Sat 10 am-4 pm .
by being ignored or underreported
lic. Formoreinformation. call725-3151 .
774·1479.
by the media. Project Censored, a Lawyers With Cia . . Program brings
lawyers and judges into Maine class· F. Parker Reidy's, 83 Exchange St.,
national media research project, is
Portland. 'Notions of a Local Nature:
rooms to work with students and teachcompiling a list of these stories. Last
an exhibit of photographic works by
ers on a legal issue May 4, during Law
year's list was published in the July
Rick Crockett through Apr 29 . 774Week Middle and secondary school
20,1989 issue of Casco Bay Weekly.
4732.
teachers can sign up to be matched
To nominate a "censored" story
with a lawyer or judge. Registration is G.llery 127. 127 Middle St. . Portland.
for the "Ten Best Censored Stories of
'Portraits of Abraham Uncoln: grisaille
open until Mar 1. Teachers can obtain
paintings by Carlo Pittore through Feb
1989," send a copy of the story, informs by calling Kay Evans at Maine
26. Hours: Wed· Fn 11 am· 5 pm, Sat
cluding the source and date, to Dr.
LREsources. Lawyers can obtain them
124 pm. 773-3317.
Carl Jensen, Project Censored, Sonby calling Virginia Wilder Cross at the
G ....nhut G.llerl•• , 146 Middle St..
Bar Association at 622·7523.
oma State University, Rohnert Park,
Portland. Unique artwork by local art·
CA 94928. The deadline for nominaists : George Uoyd, Bill Irvine. Glenn
tions is Mar. 1., 1990.
Rennell, Mimo Robinson, Jo Spiller

continu£d from page 13

Mountain
Mystic Center
IJ

Genbukan Haku San (White Mountain) 0 0 1 0 "

!

J)

Martial Arts Program

Ga m confidence and Insight into your own mental & physical powerj and bnng
harmony into your body, mind & spirit. Based on the principles of the
enlightened warrior whose goal is ro understand the eternal truth, to live within
narurallaws and to fully develop martial techniques.

M-Th 6-7 PM. Wed Noon-l PM • Fee: $45/mo.
8t Ocean St•• So. Portland, ME

OT

$9513 mo.

04106 • (207) 767-4707/2349

STAGE

AROUND TOWN

THE MOON

DAN

C

E

C

L

U

B

COME UP
GET DOWN
MUSIC AND DANCING IN THE OLD PORT
7 NIGHTS A WEEK
OPEN AT 8 SAT - WED
OPEN AT 5 FOR HAPPY HOUR THURS & FRIDAY

THE MOON DANCE CLUB e 427 FORE ST. e 772-1983

SENSE
Censored

Omar Ricardo and his

cabaret BONANZA
MARCH 2 & 3

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
TWO SHOWS NIGHTL Y
7 and 10 PM

TICKETS: 59.00 In advance, $10 door
Call 773-6886
Also a\lBllable al Alberta's, Amadeus MusIC. Enterprise Records, and the Good Egg Cafc.POfIllHld

Sac ... d Relic.: 18th .nd 19th
Century Presidential M_ra,
billa Featuring commemorative art and
artifacts of George Washington and
Abraham Lincoln Feb 22, 9 am·5 pm at
the Maine Historical Society library,
485 Congress St., Portland. The ex·
hibit is free and open to the public. For
more information. call 774·1822.
Angel. D.vl. Activist and author
speaks Feb 24. 8 pm in Pickard Theater. Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free
and open to the public. For more information. call 725-3151.
Membenhip H.s It. Privileges:
ConfeNlo_ of • Card-Canoylng
Latino Enrique Hernandez, editor of
Mas, speaks Feb 25,7:30 pm in Kresge
Auditorium, Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 725-3151.
CPSR/M.I_, local chapter of Computer Professional lor Social Responsibility, meets Feb 26, 5:30 pm in Room
340 at PRVTC. 196 Allen Ave .• Port·
land. Anyone interested in the socially
responsible use of computers is invited
to attend. For more information. call
761·2017.
Portland Republican City
mltt_ meets Feb 26, 7 pm at the
Riverside School, 1600 Forest Ave.,
Portland. For more information. call
773-8865.

e-

TIcket InfD, 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494 "1111

OFF THE HELP
CLOCK

ART
OPENING

Casco Bay Weekly's Calendar Listings will~xpand to includeEarth Day1990eventsin
April. If you or an organization you're involved with is
organizing an event on or
about April 22, or if you know
about some global event worth
celebrating locally, send the
who, what, where, when and
why to:
Earth Day Listings
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark St.
Portland, ME 04102

Baychar through Feb 27. Other gallery
artists include Altman, Ganter, Gor·
man. Richardson and others. Hours:
Man-Sat 10:30am·5:30pm. 772·2693.
M.I... Color Service. 4 Milk St. .
Portland. Photographs by MCS em·
ployees through Mar 30. Hours: Mon·
Fri 8:30 am-5:30 pm . 7744300.
The M.I_ Emporl .... , 85 York St. ,
Portland. Works by Portland artists Tho·
mas Connolly, Ilene Elowitch and Mike
Porter though Feb 25. Hours : Thu-Sat
11 am-6 pm, Sun 12·5 pm. 871-0112.
Nancy M.rgoll. Gallery, 367 Fore
St., Portland. 'Clay Forms' by James
Watral, Joy Brown and Barbara Diduk
through Mar 10; 'Three Dimensional
Still Lives' by Katherine Blacklock
through March. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am6 pm. 775·3822.
Payson Gallery of Art, Westbrook
College, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland.
'Alice Schille : View from North Africa'
through Apr 1. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4
pm (Thu until 9); Sat·Sun 1-5 pm. 797·
9546.
Portland Public Library. Monument
Square. Portland. 'Solitary Bridge:
watercolor paintings by Bernie Beekman through Feb. 'Landscapes and
Seascapes of New England: photo·
graphs by John Bailey through March.
Hours: Mon. Wed, Fri 9 am-6 pm, Tue,
Thu 12-9 pm. Sat 9 am-5 pm. 8711700.

Training kids
for work
"As Wind In Dry Cilass" by Alan Magee

Printmaking
"Prints as Process" is a collection of prints in different medium
by six Maine artists. It is a visually mediocre, but intellectually
provocative show that lives up to
its name. Most of the artists in the
show are painters; for many printmaking is a substitute to their
main work.
Alex Katz' print "3 P.M." is
direct in imagery and feeling. The
black image on a white ground is
of publisher Peter Blum and his
wife walking arm and arm on
what appears to bea fall day. The
woodcut is the earliest and least
complex of all the print mediums. In Katz' work the medium
provides for big planes of color
that clearly define the imagery.
The couple stands at the front of
the scene. The title too adds to the
stop-action directness of the piece.
Alice Steinhardt's prints and
paintings go hand in hand , It is
easy to see that her etchings are
supplemental to her work as a
professional painter. Done with
an electric tool thattheartist likes
to hold loosely and let wander
across the zinc plate, the abstract
evocations appear like landscapes. In "Furrow" amid the
bold, freestrokescan be seen what
looks like a tiny figure lost in a
foreboding landscape. The manipulation of the strokes in her
prints create a sense of perspective. Her painting "Cycle," included to show the correlation, is
three-<iimensional in the application of paint, but less successfully

Portland School 01 Art, Baxter Building, 619 Congress St., Portland. 'Prints
as Process' through Mar 10 at The
Baxter Gallery. Hours: Mon-Fri lOam·
5 pm, Thu 10 am-7 pm, Sun 11 am4
pm.
RaHl_ C.fe Book.to.... 555 Con·
gress St., Portland. 'CoIlege"by Andres
Verzosa through Mar 1. 775-1514.
Se• .".n'. Club. 375 Fore St., Port·
land. Works by Phillippe Alexandre,
BeV1n Engman, Ilene Elowitch. Dana
Hooper, Suzanne Withhoffe. Howard
Clifford, Tom O'Neill and Jay York
through April. 772·7311.
Stein Gall.ry Contemporary
GI. . . , 20 Milk St., Portland. Blown
and sandcasted vessels and organic
forms by Neil Drobnis Mar 1-Apr 15.
Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-5:30 pm ; closed
Tue and Sun. 772-0072.

OTHER
M .......n H.rtley In Bavarl. Gail
Levin. curator and catalogue author of
the Marsden Hartley exhibit, speaks in
conjunction with the exhibit Feb 22,
7:30 pm in Kresge Auditorium, Visual
Art. Center, Bowdoin COllege, BrunSWick. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 725-3151.
Alt_tlve Mediums llM10 Visual
and performance arthappening to raise
money for AIDS research and support
Mar 29 at Alberta's Cafe and Zootz in
Portland . Organizational business
meeting every Wednesday at 8 pm
through Mar 29 at Zootz, 31 Forest
Ave .• Portland. For more information,
call 799·5127.

draws the viewer into the work.
Alan Magee, using a unique
technique, creates work'that is
wholly different. His grotesque
portraits begin as monotypes, a
one-time image applied directly
to a plate. Then they are added to
with the application of photoand lasercopyimagery. "Hydra"
depicts a photocopied skull with
two different colored eyes glued
mto the sockets set on a white
shaft-like image scratched into a
black monotype. The deformed
imagery of" Aquital" looks like a
combination of Martin Luther
IGng and the elephant man. The
works are interesting assemblages of different print tech~ques, but overall the imagery
IS so mutant and grotesque it is
disturbing.
The developmental work for
the prints included in the show is
interesting and serves to effectively explain the process of several ofthe print mediums. It provides examples of some of the
oldest and most traditional, as
well as the new wave of printmaking techniques. A few print
plates are included: etching
plates, woodcuts. Printmaking is
a faSCinating and complex me~ium, involving incredibly meticulous and time-consuming
processes,
Theexhibit ison view through
March 10 at Portland School of
Art's Baxter Gallery.
usl~

Morison

Mal... Art Exhibit In Wa.hlngton,
D.C. Maine Stale Society of Washington. D.C. in cooperation with the Maine
Arts Commission is sponsoring a juried
competition for a show to be held at the
Sumner School Gallery June 7·28. The
exhibit is open to artists who are legal
residents of Maine. whose work has al·
ready been on exhibit and who have
not had a major one-person gallery
show. Deadline for entry is April 1. All
interested artists should contact Kathy
Ann Jones at the Maine Arts Commis·
sian at 289-2724 for more information
and application form.
Portland Museum of Art begins its
next training session for docents in
March. Trai~ing will ':l'n for six Monday
~omlngs With ongoing sessions proVided monthly. A 12-month commitmentis requested. Docents lead guided
tours through the museum's exhibits
providing information on artists. the
museum and its programs. For more
information, call the center for VoIun·
tary Action at 874·1015.
American Modemlsm, 1800.1940
Donald Rosenthal, curator of collections, speaks on the exhibit Feb 25 3
pm and Feb 28 at 1 pm in the Walker
Art Building. Bowdoin College. Brun·
swick. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 725-3275.
Song Dynasty Painting Slide lecture on the painters of China's Song
Dynasty (960-.1279 AD) given by Ellen
Shlferl, associate professor of art history at USM, Mar 2. 7 pm in the Campus Center, USM Portland. Admission
is $3 lor the public, free for members of
the Chinese and American Friendship
Association of Maine. For more information. call 799·1691 .

The Vocational Education Training Program tries to break the cycle
that begins when kids drop out of
school without job skills. "We are
looking to take these kids in transition, turn them around and shoot
them. back into the community,"
explainS program director Wes
Crain.
As part of the Community Employment Project, a private nonprofit . organization funded both
locally and federally, the program
provides 16-21 year olds with more
than job skills. The kids in the program are exposed to various work
environments, given specific skills
especially in the field of carpentry,
aided in gathering whatever educational tools theymaybetacking, and
have a chance to sample from a
smorgasbord of cultural delights
ranging from trips to the art museum to obtaining library cards.
Working in crews of eight to 10
with Crain, participants in the program provide inexpensive carpentry work at a wide range of job sites.
They are perfect for a landlord looking for cost-effective remodeling or
a homeowner who simply wants his
sagging back porch repaired. They
also offer their skills to local contractors who want to keep costs down
while at the same time training future workers.
The program is looking for new
job sites and volunteers. Guest lecturers,advisorsand business people
who are willing to share their time
and experience are encouraged to
help out. Anyone with a work proje.ct, time to share or further questIOns, should contact Wes Crain at
879-8710.
Peter Webber
Retug_ from the Soviet Union,
Vietnam and Ethiopia continue to
arrive in Portland. The Refugee Reset·
Uement Program is looking for an
American host for every new arrival .
Hosts work closely with staff to ensure
the initial resettlement needs are met.
This may include up to two weeks
temporary housing, orientation and
support during the first few months of
transition. For more information, call
Rana O'Connor at 871·7437.
American Canc.r Society is look·
ing for volunteers to transport people to
and from doctors' appointments about
once a month. Safe and efficient driving skills are necessary. For more information, call the CenterforVoluntary
Action at 874-1015.
Crisis Interv.ntlon Cou_elore
Training sessions for volunteer crisis
intervention counselors for Ingraham
Volunteers will be held Mar 3, 10. 17
and 24. Counselors talk by phone to
people in crisis, listening to their needs
and referring them to agencies which
will be helpful. After training is com·
pleted, volunteers are asked to work
one weekly shift of five to six hours,
plus one shift every thirdor fou rth week·
end. Work is done in your home. A
commitment of one year is requested.
For more information, call the Center
for Voluntary Action at 874·1015.
R.tlred Senior Volunt_r Progr.n, a program for people 60 and
older, has volunteer opportunities
available: join a knitting group to help
keep children warm; be a computer
programmer for the Boy Scouts; be·
come a board member for a non-profit
agency. Time commitment is two hours
per week. For more information, call
Priscilla Greene at RSVP at 775-6503.
Good D.y M.rket eo-operaUve
Annual General Meeting Feb 25, 24
pm at Williston West Church. 32 Tho·
mas St.. Portland. Call 772·4937 after
8 pm for more information.

Eating DI.o......... nd the Family
New England Eating Disorders Program the monthly support group meets
Feb 27, 7:30 pm at Westbrook Com·
munity Hospital , 40 Park Rd .•
Westbrook. Free and open to the pub·
lic. Formore information, call 761-0128.
F.... Tax ANI.tance for S.nlore
American Association of Retired People
In cooperabon With the IRS offers free
assistance to people over 60. People
can bring tax package, statements of
earning and income and any other tax
related information to the nearest taxhelp location. For more information
'
call 1-800-424-1040.
T.x Help Walk-in assistance Mon-Fri
8:30 am-4:30 Pm at Mall Plaza, S:
Portland. Phone help: State Income
Tax, 1-800452·1983; Federal Income
Tax, 1·800-424·1040.
AA M_tlngs Interp...ted for the
H ••rlng Imp.lred First Monday of
month Remember When Group in
Portland, 8 pm; third Friday Cape Eliza·
beth. B pm ; 3rd Monday Keep Coming
Back Group in Portland, 8 pm; fourth
Wednesday Double Dozen Group in
Portland, 7:30 p.m. Call Central Serv·
ice Office at 774-3034 for more infor·
mation.

FOR
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POSITIVE 1.0, REQUIRED

THURS I FEBRUARY 22
New Music Nlte • S3

PLUCK THEATRE
ondTHE CAROLINAS

FAT TUES/FEBRUARY 27

Mardi Gras party • $3

KIDS

The.t.r Fe.tlval Children's Theater
of Maine presents 'Androcles and the
Lion' F~b 22: 'Earthlings: an ecologi·
cal mUSICal performed by children Feb
23. All performances are at 10 am in
Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Port·
land. TIckets are $5 per person. For
more information, call 854·0389.
Rick Cha ... tt. performs a show for
kidS. to benefit Freeport Community
ServiceS, Freeport Childcare Services
and Freeport Cooperative Preschool
Feb 25. 3 pm in Freeport Middle School
Gym. TIckets are $4.50 for adults, $3
for children under 12. Children under
two are admitted free. For more information, call 865·3985.
Children'. Museum of Maine
Winter Workshop. 'Fun With Clay,'
a workshop for preschool children Feb
27. 11 am-12 noon; 'Thirteenth Anniversary Celebration," a cookie decorating workshop for preschool children
Mar 2.11 am·12 noon; and a Birthday
Party and Kite Making Workshop for
school·age kids Mar 1, 3:15-4:15 pm .
The Children's Museum, 746 Stevens
Ave., Portland. Free with museum
admission. Reservations are encouraged. For more information. call 797KITE.
Art Aft.rschool Four-week course
teaches children ages eight to 12
papermaking techniques including embedding natural materials into handmade paper. Class meets Thursdays,
3:30-5:30 pm, beginning Mar 1 at the
Portland Museum of Art, Congress
Square. Cost is $54 for museum
members, $60 for non-members. For
more information or reservations call
775-6148.
'
G ...... Clifford School fifth grade stu·
dents perform this '50s musical to
benefit their class trip to Boston Mar 12,7 pm at Nathan Clifford School 180
Falmouth St., Portland. Tickets ar~ $1.
free for kids under 12. For more information. call 874·8180.
Storie. for Kids Portland Public Li·
brary (871·1700): Mon, Wed and Fri,
10:30 am; Riverton Branch Library
(797·2915): Fri, 10:30 am: Peaks Island Branch (766·5540): Wed, 10:15
am: South Portland Public Ubrary (7992204): Fri, 10:15 and 11 :15 am (3-5
year aids); Scarborough Public Library
(8834723): Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm
(3·5 year aids) and Tue, 6:30 pm (4-5
year olds) : Prince Memorial Ubrary.
Cumberland (829·2215): Wed, 10:30
am (2-3 year aids); Thu, 10:30 am (3·
5 year oIds).
Flicks for Kids Portland Public Ubrary (871·1700): Sat, 10:30 am and
Tue at 3:30 pm. Riverton Branch (797·
2915): Thu·Fri, 3:30 pm; Peaks Island
Branch (766-5540): Tue, 3:15 pm:
South POr1land Public Library (7992204): Fri. 3:30·4:30 pm.

continu£d on page 16
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THURS/MARCH •

BOOM
SHANKA
RECORD RELEASE PARTY
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Winter Bird. Guided tour of bird·s adApp.l.chl.n Mount.ln Club March He.lthy tt.ppy Hour Maine Medical
aptation to winter Feb 25, 2 pm at
Center offers an alternative to happy
Programs Introduction to SnowshoeWolfe Neck Woods State Park, Freehour
with
sparkling
water,
fruit
juices,
ing Mar 2-4; Women and Winter Mar2port. Programs begin at the gate
vegetables and other healthy snacks
4; Guided Hut to Hut Trek Mar 4-9;
weather permitting. Free and open to
Feb 28, 5 pm at the Dana Health EduSnowsheiter Building Mar 9-11; Ski
the public. For more infonnation, call
cation Center at Maine Med. Len
Festival Mar 10-11; and Winter Camp289-3821.
Keilson
will
use
a
health
risk
appraisal
ing Mar 16-18. All workshops are held
questionnaire to discuss methods of Le.blan & GIIy Flhn Fe.tlv.1 Beneat the Appalachian Mountain Club's
fit Cut-a-thon to benefit the First Maine
living longer and healthier life. Happy
Pinkham Notch Camp in New HampLesbian & Gay Film Festival. Get your
Hour is preceded by blood pressure
shire. For more information, call 603hair cut and styled at Brenda Broder's
and
cholesterol
screenings
at
4:30
pm
.
466-2727.
shop Amore, located on the third floor
For more information, call 871 -2196.
Ski the Night for Sight Fundraiser
of One City Center, Portland. The event
for the Maine Center for the Blind Mar St ..tch .nd Tone Workout choreois Feb 25, 10 am-5 pm and the haircuts
graphed to the rhythms of jazz Tues10, 3-9 pm at Shawnee Peak in Brare $25 each. Refreshments will be
day
and
Thursday
morning,
8:15-9:15
idgton. Four-person teams gather
served. For more infonnation, call 774at the Portland Schqol of Bailey, 341
pledges -a minimum of $100 per team
1774.
Cumberland Ave., Portland. For more
- and ski to raise money for the Center.
information , call Karen Marino at 871 - C_unlty Supported Agrlcul.
Infonnation on registration can be obtu.. Willow Pond farm in Sabattus
7093.
tained by calling Ruth Cobb at the
grows more than 30 different vegeMaine Center for the Blind at 774- He.lth Screenings Health Promotables and herbs in addition to perention Program of Community Health
6273. Registration deadline is March
nial crops such as rhubarb, asparagus,
Services
sponsors
adult
health
screen1.
raspberries . The farm is certified oring for diabetes, anemia. colorectal
Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicyganic by MOFGA. To find out more,
cancer, high blood pressure and chocling , hiking , camping, canoeing and
come to an infonnational meeting Feb
lesterol. Time pennitting, two or more
other trips sponsored by the Casco
26, 6:30 pm at the Swedenborgian
tests per person are available. DonaBay Bicycle Club and the Maine OutChurch, 302 Stevens Ave., Portland,
tion.
Date,
time
and
locations
are
as
door Adventure Club. Call 774-1118.
or call Jill or Charlie Agnew at 375follows : Feb. 26, 1-3 pm at Town Hall ,
6662.
Scarborough ; and Feb 28, 9:30-1 f :30
am at St. Anne's Church in Gorham . C••co a.y Move.. Registration for
spring session of adult and children
For more information, call 775-7231
jazz and tap dance classes begins Feb
ext. 551 .
26. Classes run for 15 weeks , beginning Mar 5 at 341 Cumberland Ave .,
Portland. For more information, call
871 -1013.
In January the South Portland
aenefit D.nce lor the Juvenile
Women' s Recreational Basketball
DI.bete. Foun_tlon Mar 2, 8:30
League went to court at South Portpm at Harmony Hall , RI. 115, North
land' s Memorial Middle School.
Yarmouth. Tickets are $7 per person .
After five games, the standings are
For f,cket reservations, call Dale Temm
as follows:
at 772- 1894 days and 883-5260 eveGoldsmiths, S-D; Fourniers, 4-1;
nings.
Forest Gardens, 3-2; Tommy's ConFourth Annual Northem New
veyors, 2-3;DiscountTire, 0-5;Zootz,
Englend Tradeswomen Conle ..
ence is being held Mar 30-Apr 1 in
0-5 .
Montpelier, VI. Maine women interGoldsmiths is comprised primarested in attending or carpooling should
ily of Division I players from UNH.
contact 797-4801 or 892-781' .
Fourniers Remodeling has a loyal
Bowl lor Kid.' S.ke Big Brothers!
nucleus of Westbrook High School
Big Sisters of Greater Portland is havplayers who have stuck together
ing their annualfundraiser Mar 3,9 amIce C.p.de. 50th anniversary extravasince their high school champion5 pm. All proceeds for the event will
ganza through Feb 25 at the Cumbership. Forest Gardens and Tommy's
provide support to the BBIBS prevenland County Civic Center, Portland.
tion-based program . The program
are basically Division III players from
Performances are Feb 22-23 at 2 and
provides needed adult guidance and
USM. Discount Tire does not have a
7:30 pm, Feb 24 at 12, 4 and 8 pm, Feb
leadership to local-area children in need
25 at 1 and 5 pm . Tickets are $12, $10
great deal of college rlaying ex~ri
of a friend. Anyone interested in organand
$8
.50
.
For
ticket
information,
call
ence; they rely on gOod talent and
izing a team of four to bowl or In making
the Civic Center Box Office at 775should eventually put it together. Reclaiming Your Feeling. on The
a donation to BBlBS, call Sue Briggs at
3458.
R_d to R...overy Presentation on
Zootz is last in the win column, but
874-1016 .
Winter C.mlv.1 Maine Audubon is
the
natural
process
of
becoming
emomaybe first in individual talent. Look
hosting a variety of indoor and outdoor
tionally healthy presented by Maurice
out for the dangerous cellar.
winter actiVities for children and their
Harter.
First
in
series
of
special
educaMike Quinn
parents Feb 24 , 9 am-3 pm : animal
tional events aimed at empowering
tracking , gUided walks, snowshoeing ,
people in 12-step programs to accelerski lessons and more. Reservations
ate their recovery. General public is
are needed for guided walks . For more
invited Feb 22, 7 pm at Mercy Hospital
Portl ..... R...... tlon·.AqLUltlc DI·
information, call 781-2330.
Lower Auditorium , Ponland . For more
vl.lon is accepting registration for the
information, call 773-0847.
Red Cross Water Safety Instructor
------------------------------~ ---------Course, Res Cross Lifeguard Training
Course and a water exercise class .
Classes held at Riverton Pool, 1600
Forest Ave ., Portland. For more information , call 874-8456.
S.lIw.ter Sportfl.hlng Show
Learn how to make right selection of
by Lynda Barn)
fishing tackle and baits, where to fish
along the southern Maine coast, which
baits or lures to use, and how to rig
them Feb 27, 6-9 pm at the BiddefordSaco Elks Club, Route 1, Saco. Admission is $4. For more information, call
BUT IF A G UY YOV LI K E IS DEFEC283-4453.
TWE AND DoES THINGS COL.D BLOODED
River Running In the Soviet UnTo YOV} PEOPLE SAY CLOSE IKE DooR
ion Saco River Slide show to benefit
the New England Team for Project
BECAIASE NO W/\Y I~ HE EVE.R GoiNG
RAF.T., a 1D-day internationaf river
To
GHA,,!GE . PERSONALI.':! I DON'T"
rafting competition in North Carolina
PEOPLE SAY YolJ CAN CHANGE YoVRSELF.
March 15-26. Slide show features highGET THE DIFfERENCE .
FoR ExAMPLE \F YOu HAVE A DEFECTIVE
lights from the first international competition in Siberia and first western
PERSONAL ITY YOV CAN KEEP ON
decent of Beleya river in Caucacus
STRIVIN~ ANO SoON Yov WILL. WALK
Feb 27, 7 pm at Saco River Outfitters,
IN THEIRAYS OFA tlEAVTIFV\. SVN.
127 Marginal Way, Portfand . Free
admission , butt-shirts will be sold. For
more information, call 773-0910.
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cO>Itinu£d from page 15

City Arts:
Update of Area Events (1/2 hr.)
living Tapestries:
Elder Images and Style (R) (1/2 hr.)
Sebago Magazine: (1/2 hr.)

..

A Year of Art:
Alice Sch ille - Veiws 01 North Africa
(1/2 hr.)
The Future and How We Get There:
Task Force Recommendation (1/2 hr.)
New Beginnings:
Child Development (112 hr.)
Mass Irom Holy Martyrs - Sun. at
9:00 a.m .
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed .,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Portland , Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth , &ScarChannel varies in Gorham .

1-b-IbnzJ-sUpresents

The Legend of
The North Country

Bill
Chinnock

Atlantic Recording Artist

•
Thursday, Feb.22,1990
$6 admission
Doors open at 8:00
J

CENO-S
Always the most ORIGINAL
ROCK 'N' ROLL In town!

W;:!il&i,i.\.iUW
A LOCAL THREESOME
WITH FUN TUNES

BAD
CREDIT
A "Rock Roots"

Party wllh
the musical
genuls of

Kip Brown
and his

WILDHEARTS
and
the return
of
High Energy
with

ULTERIOR
MOTIVE
"Pure Entertainers"

PLUCK THEATER

SPORT
Women's
basketball
revisited

WELL ETC

NESS

Mike Quinn's
sports quotes
of the week
" 'The harder you work,
the luckier you get." Gary
Player, world famous golfer
and over-achiever,explaining
why "luck" is a relative term,
directlyproportional to effort.
" 'The human brain starts
working the moment you are
barn and never stops until you
pretend you're Don IGng at a
press conference." Henry
Cooney commenting on the
man who would be King - if
only he had a brain .
"
"Never argue with
people who buy ink by the
gallon." Ultra-slim Tommy
Las orda gives his opinion of
lawyers.
" 'The score is tied and
nobody is winning." Nicky
Quinn, age seven, analyzes
the recent Celties-Lakers
game score at 72-72.

Mike Quinn

DoVGo S;'YS NoW f-IE WANTS TO 8E
BOYFRIEND

BliT

MY

DON'T TEL-L AN\JON E
ToO COM PLICA fE D. I TO L-D

BeCAVS E rCs
ONE PeRSON, NANCY NEWBIj AND SHE
$,A.ID SEE. HOW HES VSIN6 yov BEFORE
IT!; Too \.ATE BVT DOUb, I gE:LIEvE" IN
YOli AND TRVST IS OUR MOST BEAUTIFVL TI"l\NG . NOTHIN~ cA~ Dl:STRo'd IT.

So Wt\AT

IF Yov DIDN'T CALL ME TONI(,Hl AND So WHAI IF 'j'OV WENT TO

Tt-IE GAM E W IT 1-1 CINO'd LVO ER/Y\YE R?
\ KNOW ITS LIK.E Yo U SAID. Yov 1-\ A 'Je
To· €X?R'CSS YOvR.S£l.-F AND YOV DON'T
WANT NO ON E To BE A ('KAII-J ON YO V.
AND I I<NOW WHAT W€ I-\AH 15 SE-

C.RETLY 8eAvTIFvL SECAvSt BEAVT'IFUL GOD LET 'j'oV COME e,o,cKTO ME.
I pRII"YtD AND HE LET YOV COME BACK .
THANK

'(ou So MucH .

index
animals
antiques
auctIOns
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

ea Ine: noon Monday

use coupon below.

home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musicaf Instruments
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. lor safe
real estate. for rent

or call Mark Kelleher at 775·6601

o erson
MWM 45 seeks D/MF for
friendship, companionship, possible
romance. If you need 10 talk, laugh,
spend time with a caring person, I'm
the one. CBW Box 031, TPL 22031
GWM, 5-1-10, 130, novice to gay
life, would like 10 meet other young
discreet , straight acting GMs for
friendship and companionship. rm
Just a nice, average guy discovering
at 28 who I reaaly am. Lers help
each other grow. Lewiston area but
will travel. CBW Box 032, TPL
22032
GWM 42, WARM, sensitive,
quiet, stable, non-smoker, ~im and
healthy. Would like to meet similar
honest male for friendship and
~re~2~nJ~rests . CBW Box 033,
DO YOU STILL BELIEVE in
knights in shiny armor/castles in
the clouds? ff so, please skip this
ad I I am an anractive fortyish down
to earth profesSional woman who
enl"Ys laughing With my family and
fnends. My Interests include
intellectual and athletiC pursuits.
Lers begin as friends but consider
romance. Remember, no knights
need apply I CBW Box 034, TPL
22034
SWF 28, TALL attractive, greeneyed blonde, seeking non·smoking
SWM 28·35 to enJoy Ilfe"s finer
pleasures:fine Wine, great food,
good mUSIC, as well as the simpler
thlngs·moonlil walks on the beach,
piCniCS inn the sun, candlelit
evenings. If you are not easily
Intimidated and like adventure,
please wnte Photo and phone
appreciated CBW Box 050, TPL
22050
BiWM 30 would like to meet men
for outdoor activities, dining out,
someone to talk to. Inters ted in
exploring the White Mtns. this
summer. CBW Box 036, TPL
22036
IT'S BEEN A LONG LONELY
winler for this 28 year old SWF.
I've got an ltch that needs
scratching Send me a description
of how you can help me, If you are a
chem-free SWM. Include a phone
number and I'll cal you. CBW Box
041, TPL 22041
SEEKING HELPFUL MWF 30·55
to teach me the art of love and
pleasing. Discree t, energetic, MWM
24 willing to satisfy. Send course
requtremenls to Po Box 4525,
Porlland, 04112. TPL 22042
TALL ATTRACTIVE SWM
Interests include din ing out:
spectator sports. gOing to the
beach, working out, inlerested in
meeting SWF 23-34 with similar
Interests. Catholic, 2 year degree.
Photo exchanged. CBW Box 043,
TPL 22043
HI GREEN EYES ...no condos or
car phones, Instead a romantic
dinner is waiting lor you. Laughter
ISso cklse, but I need your number.
Blue Eyes. CBW Box 044, TPL
22044
MAlE LION, sturdy man IS built to
lasl, physlcaly, emotionally and
Intellectually. A bom sensualist
highly VISible, articulate to a fau li.
Of RUSSian extraction, curiosity,
verve, and outrageous black humor,
often cause trouble. rll smoke, drink
vodka and dance till I'm 90, which
my father will be March 5, 1990.
ThiSeccentric Portland man seeks
highly evolved, independant,
sophis ti ca te d, well ·trave ll ed
woman wro loves what she does and
admires who she is. This truly
liberated star (In her own eyes) ~ II
have the humor, patience, and
bravery to continue searching for
her ideal mate. The fai nt of heart
need not reply. CBW Box 066, TPL
22066
SWM34, COUNTRY SQUIRE
ready for rough and ready
playmate·especlally looking for
companionship, honesty, common
sense and punctuality. New En91anc
Yankee Irom old family deSired,
Unilanans and EpiSCOpalians need
nol apply. Your sex is actually not
Important, just be willing to share
and dare to be free. CBW Box 071
TPL 22071
'

DWM 45, 6·2, 200, used, bu t no
physical or mental defects, honest,
dependable, senSitive, caring,
romantic and a little shy, prefer
casual over formal, enJoy qUiet
nights out or in, movies, Ice
Capades, CirCUS, lakes, mountains,
~aveling and fun and good times
peneralty. See~ng F With similar
Interests to share life's good and
bad times, hpefully for a long and
sincere relationship. All replies
answered, photo if possible but not
necessary, hOping to hear from you
soon. CBW Box 045, TPL 22045
DWF 41, backrub specialisl, seeks
strong healthy male to practice on.
Hinterested, write and tell me, in
25 words or less, why I shouk!
massage your back. Descrfptive
info and photo (of your shoulders)
wouk! be apprecl3ted. You can
reach me at CBW Box 046, TPl
22046
JUST IN TIME for Valentine's and
my birthday, this SWM soon to be
34, would like to meet a woman 01
quality and intrigue. Perhaps the
time has come that we shall meet.
I'm a tall, romantic, attractIVe
professional With a song in my
heart. If you are a SWF 26-36 who
IS adv.enturous, intelligent, and
attracnve, who can appreciate
friendship before passion. then lets
meel. CBW Box 047, TPL 22047
SWF 29, sluprd, unanractive. and
non-athletIC and If you believe Ihat.
don't wnte. If you don·t believe
that, let's go skiing Would prefer
pholO. CBW Box 048, TPL 22048
BRfGHT, BEAUTIFUL, BUXOM
SWF 37, seeks SIOM of same
period (the plasticene?) With whom
I can 'live the good life' and explore
the worlds nooks and crannies.
Intelligent rat-race dropouls and
the splntually Inclined welcome.
CBW Box 049, TPL 22049
APRIL FIRST DEADLINE!
Fishah .. 1C wanted to share my tove
for fishing , woods , an imals,
camprng. No one sees the love,
sweetness, and depth I have to pour
out on the nght person. Let's share
nature. Widowed WF, 56. CBW
Box 051 , TPl22051
PLAYFUL FEMALE seeks many
men to keep her dccupied. II you like
bubbles, Iingerpalntlng , adventure,
and fun, drop me a tine. CBW Box
052, TPl 22052
1 LOVE COWS , MATISSE, the
ocean, theater, chocolate, and menthe SImple thin9s in life. If you are
intelligent, creabve, and emobonally
stable, maybe we should meet.
caw Box 053, TPL 22053
EDUCATED OLDER MAN, artls~
would like to meet attractive lady,
40~ (?) for quiet dates, affection.
Let s meet for ahernoon coffee.
CBW Box 054, TPL 22054
SM 29 , ATTRACTIVE and
healthy, seeks nature loving, down
to earth female. Sense of humor a
must. Pholo and phone to PO Box
232, S. Windham, Me, 04082, TPL
22055
ATH.LETIC , ATTRACTIVE,
sensrtlve DWM 35, with lots 01
interests that include hiki ng ,
Audobon bird walks , flower
gardens, bird hunting , dining out.
lookmg lor a woman to share life's
pleasures with. Phone or letter
appreQated. CBW Box 056, TPL
22056
BE MY EASTER BUNNY we
missed Valentine's Dayl Bright and
bubbly DWF 44, chubby and
cuddly, seeks optimistic man 4()'5E
who enloys good convers ation,
movies, country or rock musIC. Will
swap red jelly beans for Easter
Egg omelette. PO Box 9715-1 75,
Portland, 04 I 04, TPL 070

STRONG MINDED, attractive
woman of courage and intensity
interested in meeting a healthy
chem-free, mature, well-buil~ blue·
eyed blond in his late lOs for a
unique, lighthearted companionship.
Respond with descripllon, photo
and phone. CBW Box 057 TPL
22057
TIRED OF THE BARS, and
support groups too? Then this
SWM 30 wants to meet you. I take
care of myself, but I'm nol
addicted to health lood and
exercise. Self employed guy, works
nights, interested in read ing,
Wrlilng, stargazing on Ihe prom ,
and walks at Kettle Cove .
Nickolodean is a must. I·d like to
meet an honest SIOWF 26-35, who
knows herself and what she wants.
Kids are great as long as their Mom
is too. CBW Box 056, TPL 22058
ATTRACTIVE COUPLE in lOs,
seeks another couple or BiF in lOs
for dlscreel, erotic frfendshlp.
We're inlo hot tubs, ~ne, videos,
and travel. Must be emotionally
stable, clean, and drug free. Photo
and phone deSired. CBW Box 060,
TPL 22060
WANTED: Sugarmommal For SWM
3t, happy and healthy. ThiS sugarbear needs some money today .
Write PO Box 75, Portland, ME.
04112. TPL 22061
GF, Portland professional, 32,
N/S, ENFP ! who enjoys cycling,
outdoors, conversation and cooI\ing.
Looking for mature frlend(s) to
enjoy these things and more. CBW
Box 012, TPL 22062
GWM 38 professional , better
looking Woody Allen type, originally
from Maine, seen the world and
back again, seeks Tom Brokaw
type, John Lone type, William Hurt
type, or any type that set type
nght. CBW Box 801.
ALMOST SINGLE WM 33, looking
for S/DWF 21-30. Allractive is
nice, slim is spice, bUI friendship,
honesty, and fun-lOVing Will sulhce.
Not looking for Ms. Business, Ms.
Yuppie, or Ms. Prim, I want down to
Earth friends who'll live life at a
whim. rm not too tall, I"m not too
short, rve lost a little hair, but the
rest me·s all there. I like hiking.
bowling, walks in the park, mIMes,
plaYing mUSIC, and games In the
dark. Parties and good company
are things I enjoy. Take me home,
Wind me up, I·m Just a big toy. If
you're interested and curious,
wrne today. Bed but and house
~i~6~e O.K. CBW
x 064, TPL

Can we talk?
About personals?
You bet we can.

ERSONAL

Now. not only can you read the personals - but you can also llsten
and even talk to theml
Talklng Personals are a quick and easy way to Hnd out more about
the per~n placing the ad, to share more about yourself, or Just to
see who s out there.
To listen to the Talking Personals tn this tssue, Just follow these
simple dfrectlons:
f. Dial 1-900-896-282.4 from any phone.
Each call cost 95¢ per minute. billed to your phone.

2. When the machIne answers, dial access code 22.

3. Now the machIne will ask for a spedHc number.
Enter the 'TPL' number listed at the end of the ad you
wish to respond to.
~.

Listen to the recorded message, and leave your
response If you wish. It's as easy as that!

All calls are screened, Obscene messages will be deleted.
To place you own Talking Personal ad, call Mark KeUeher at 775-660 ••

So let's talk personal!

L.--iiiiiii.iiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.---------------------~

a 109 services
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments ot the Maine Mall Cinema!
SWM 34, COUNTRY SQUIRE,
ready for rough and ready
playmate-especIally lookIng
for companionshIp, honesty,

common

sense

.nd

punctuality. New England
Yankee from old family
desIred, Unlt .. rlans and
Episcopalians need not apply.
Your sex Is actually not
Important, Just be willing to
share and dare to be free.
CBW Box 071. TPl 22071

HAS HOT SEX taken a beck seal
to Universal love? Are you seeking
fu lfillment instead of gratifl ca·
tion? Maybe Someday, a non-profit
organizatIOn, Invites you to share
your love of music, art, literature 01
nature with people with MS. Be
appreciated for your lovi ng
kindness. Call 773-3275 or stop In
al the Maybe Someday Bookstore, ATTRACTIVE, ENERGETIC fu n195 Congress St., Munjoy Hili, loving couple deSIres to meet
Portland.
attractive lemale for good times
SPICEY YET SENSIBLE woman and posSible sensual encounter. Let
desires ·affaire du coeur' with us take you out to dinner and you
educated outdoorsey man, 35-40, deCide from there. Descriptive
who enjoys laughing as much as letter and photo prefered . We are
loving. CBW Box 067, TPL 22067 sincere and discreet so give us a
try. CBW Box 068, TPL 22068

Compatibles
" The. Dating Service That Cares"

You 've seen me on Donahue al.d U.S.A. Today.
AJ; the oldest dating service in 1\. E., we have
introduced thousands of Singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. Why not you'
We're not just another
dating service.
We're Compatibles.
Call for a free
con sullation.

767-1366
Portland

783-1500
Auburn
Always imitated bUI never equaled.
MY SWEATER is almost finished
and TV is all reru ns. Attractive,
emotionally
secure,
together,
fun,
DWF 29, seeks
handsome,
happy,
caring DISM 305. Spring ISalmost
here, lers see what blossoms. CBW
Box 069, TPL 22069

K188. TELL
'Encounters
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services

'E~otic

M~M0?-d

,\\

\~

When was the last time you met
someone who blew you away?
Don·t leave it to chance. Le t us introduce you to
someone special. Selectively. Though tfully. Cheerfully.
Being single in Maine can
rrr: _ ITl •____ i
be fun again . Wh y wait ~.r'er."muj,
any longer? call
The Personal llluch.

10udi

31

f.xcha~('

St. Ponland. ME 041(11
773-1688

WHY ISN'T

YOUR

AD
HERE?
775-6601
call todayl

F.bruary 22, 1990
1•

0=0 Bay Wukly

for rent

roomma es

IZ services

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to NON-SMOKING M/F housemate
share spacious Victorian 2BR apt wanted for S PortlandNlillard
near Deering HS. Non-smoker Beach contempory home. Large UNUSUAL very charming,
preferred, off-street parking, private yard, 4 blocks to beach, townhouse style condo in large
$310 inc. heat. Avail. 3-1-90. 761 - $300 inc. utils. Call 775-4010 Victorian house, West Prom area.
days or 767-3720 eves,
3BR, WID, parking, tastefully
8171
WANTED single room with shower TWO WOMYN looking for 3rd w. furnish~, must be seenl Avail. Feb
access, for chem-free dancer, to share beauliful house in S. thru May, $800 per month. 871 summer '90, Higgins Beach area. Portland. Great back yard, ou~i ned 0119
by a ring of trees. Chem-free, fun, SUBLET AVAILABLE: Large,
778-2562
ROOMMATE WANTED , March I, honest, supportive. Wood heat. very pleasant West End apt,
available March-june. Reasonable
$185 per month heated. 5 mins. $266 plus. Call 799-5669
from PSA, USM, share 3BR apt. ROOMMATE WANTED non- rent and utils, partially furnished,
with one F, one M, both sludents, smoking MIF wanted for split level, functioning kitchen , ideal for
back cove apt $175 per month plus couple. Call 774-1597
call Rebecah at 773-1308
M-F TO SHARE beautiful 1/4 utils. Quiet slreet, two EAST PROM AREA, spacious
furnished country home. M modern porches, storage, responsible sunny 3BR, ocean views, yard,
parking. $650 plus utils. 879conveniences including fireplace, types only. 761 -5812
private bath. Horse boarding but WESTERN PROM MIF to share 0432 or 772-4334
no pets, 30 mins. from Portland, sunny spacious 2BR with GM. COUNTRY LIVING just minutes
possible work arrangement. Call Kitchen, LA, DR, Fireplace, HW, to downtown. Ocean Ave near
WID , watk in closelS, storage and Falmouth, uniquely renovated 2BR
before noon, 727-5227
in turn of centuty house, HW lloors
LOOKING for M-F to share 3BR more. $3SO, 871 -8636
house in Portland, March I, M-F ROOMMATE wanted to share and WNI , deck, parking, garden
$202.SO plus 114 utils. 878-3t 04 2BR apl. in S Portland . Non- space. $6SO ptus low utils, 773ROOMMATE, responsible M·F smoker only, parking, near SMVTI. 1192
adult to share w~h female, male and $300 per mo, inc. all . Call Ric at MUNJOY HILL with bay glimpse,
dog. Spacious, clean, first floor 883-7385 days or 767-5193 eves. sublet avail. April 1 through August
apt. WID, cable, and fireplace. M-F T SHARE 3BR townhouse, 31 or parts thereof, With possible
$200 deposit, $185 per mo. plus Northgate area. $240 plus sec. extension through October. Huge
and utils, WID, heated, parking, apartment With two amiable
utils. 772-t 904
housemates. $225 inc. heat, 772FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, S. avail. 3-1 , call Dick at 797-2106
Portland, $305 per mo, 112 utils, WE NEED A REALLY NICE 5665
$t 50 deposit. WID , DNI, carpetd person to live withl Females only,
PM.
MAGIC TOUCH CLEANING, BRs, huge. closets, storage, off 1BR in spacious 4BR house. St.
home and office, weekly, biweekly, street parking, backyard, sunny. Johns St., 4270 per month includes
monthly, or bimonthly. Call Bonnie Jane, 883-7387 days or 772-3295 utits. and parking. 879-6027
Robinson today lor free estimate 1M!>
ROOMMATE to share 3BR apI., in
PROFESSIONAL MIF wanted to Portland, on busline, $197 per MUSIC REHEARSAL room Ireat 772-1493.
CUSTOM SPRAY FINISHERS , share large nice house in Portland, month plus utlls, sec. dep. Avail. cording studio, intown Portland,
line furniture, wicker, cabinets, parking, shop, barn, WID, storage . now. 773-3707
ground floor, 24 hour easy access.
window Inserts, shutters. All types MaMe responsible N/S only, 772- MIF ROOMMATE, N/S, to share 774-3366
.
of surfaces. Free pickup and 7317
Ige. 3BR apt. in USM area. HW fl, SPACIOUS BRIGHT ROOM with
delivery to our spray lab. Ask for ROOMMATE FEMALE N/s to fireplace, parking, storage, call fireplace , HNI floors, kitchen,
Fleet at 773-0577 or 871-0960.
share large 2BR on Munjoy Hill, Barbara at 773-3364. $325 plus waiting area, bath" private
A WOMAN'S TOUCH! Wall HNI floors woodstove, garden utils.
entrance. Private Victorian
papering and painting. Estimates space to share. If Interested in NEAT MIF to share sunny owner bulding, parking, $575 Includes
for any size job, excellent sharing quiet home, call 761-0421 , occupied 4BR with 3 non-smoking
.i
773-5932
$260 plus half utils.
references. Call 761-4270
outdoor type male profession~ls, ~=~:":::'=:!:-----,
BEGINNING, MIDDLE, or RESPONSIBLE PERSON wanted mid to upper twenties. QUiet
impasse, no matter what the slage to participate in 3rd floor .3BR Woodford area With parking ' r.ard ,
of your story or essay, no matter environment Sunny, loIS of prIVacy, and W,1l $200 plus utils, aVa!. 3-1.
at the
what the state of your writing, I smokers welcome. $165 per mo. 775-2563
can he lp. 892 -5476 for plus utils, security, avail. 3-1. Call MIF ROOMMATE needed to
appointment.
871-1537
A historically remodeled
share 3BR townhouse. Parking,
BEE-BEE CLEANING SERVICE, ALL FEMALE household, 2 story pool, tennis, 3 miles from USM,
building devoted
residential and office cleaning for large West End apt. 1.5 bath, BR $2SO per month, 773-3871
entirely to artists.
the 'too busy with important stuff w/walk-in closet, WiD, yard. Call
Now has two incredible
to worry about cleaning' person . eves. 775-0626, $180 plus.
openings
References available. 818-3259
S. FREEPORT MIF roommate to
$135. and $100. per
BOOKKEEPING: Reconcile check share beautiful cozy house near
month,
books and help in setting up harbor. Fireplace, porch, garden,
Darkroom space, all
individual budgets, taxes, or WID. No smokers or pets please.
utilities included ,
general bookkeeping. Call Vickie at Avail. now or March 1. $325/mo .
761 -5880 days or 774-7945 865-4558
799-4759

COLLEGE STUDENT with truck
available to do odd jobs and moving.
SELF ESTEEM : A sense of one's
Very handy and can fix most
own dignity and worth, the
everythinQ. Excellent references,
oornerstone in the foundation upon
call any time, day or night, 774which we build to become wellrounded, content, and successful • • Kitchens· Bathrooms 1 2159, leave message.
participents in life. Lack of self- 1 • Repairs· Additions
'I INCOME TAXES prepared at
reasonable rates . Accurate,
esteem means years of untapped •
• Insured
prompt, personal . service.
potential and limited living. A
Free Estimates
Electronic filing lor qUick relund
group is being formed for those
who need enhancement, sUpPOrt 1Let us add the change that can, free before Feb. 28. For
and development in this Critical • make your house a home 1 appointment or estimate call John
Hudson at 772-1199, 7AM to
area. Please call 772-6892 for
Charles Fredericks
,
more information.
1L- _______________ _ 1OPt.!, 7 days aweek.
1 BOOKKEEPING, accounting, and
DISCOVER YOUR GIFT! Twenty
tax preparation for businesses and
ways to new freedoml You are
individuals. High caliber work, 16
speciall Biblical proofsl New joy and
years experience, reasonable rates.
powers are yours l Send $3 to
SM Accounting SerVices, 797Quest, Box 254, Freeport, ME,
4510
04032
TAX PREPARATION - faster
A SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY,
relunds for business & individuals.
eight week seminar, Tuesdays at
ALL YOUR
File elecronically and save weeks
12:15. The Dialogue Within Depth
Resumes
of waiting I File now. Very
Psychology and Spirituality: To
Technical Reports
competitive rates . DRESDEN
Develop -Tools for Discerning
Transcriplions
CONSULTING GROUP. Business
Authenticity and Truth. Led by Dr.
Manuscripls
& Management Consultants. 737Paul Huss Pastoral Counselor and
TYPING NEEDS I
4333 leave message.
Jungian Atia~st Call Dwinell & Han,
PROMPT, EFFICIENT
TAX RETURNS prepared by Doug
799-1024
774-5410
Smith , MBA. Reasonable fee
quoted in advance. Free pickup and
drop off in Portland area. Call
••• *•••• *** •• **.** •••••••• 791-4682
for appointment, 7 to 9
Therapeutic Massage

"',

METAPHYSICAL readings from
a spirtual perspective. offer insight
and practical applicatIOn regarding
your current energy field , life
lessons, past lives, personal
symbols and -archtypes. Tarot
readings also available, call Regina
at 729-0241.
ASTROLOGY & TAROT card
readings. Call for an apPOintment,
Judith 846-0606 or 934-11 OS.
WOMEN: Does being in love mean
being in pain? Leam how to change
dysfunctional
relationship
patterns, Therapy group now
lorming based on -Women Who
Love Too Much-, For more
information call 871-9256.
WOMEN WHO LIVE APART
from their children. Group now
form ing. Women who do not live
with their children, whatever the
circumstances, often have feelings
of loss, pain, guilt, anger and
isolation. Join a safe, supportive
environment with other women who
understand. We will be starting
soon in Portland. Call Karolyn
Rossein, MA, at 766-2809
OLDER BEGINNERS, at lasll
Painless and fun piano or electronic
keyboard lessons in the privacy 01
your own home. Call Sandy 7725636 leave message.
JUST IN! New spnng selection of
books and thoughtful gift items at
Maybe Someday, 195 Congress St.
773-3275. All proceeds go to
support our innovative program
for people with MS.
THE WAY OF WOMEN-as a circle
01 women we will recover the
strength and tenderness of our
own WOOIanhood. ~ saaed space we
will 'be' with ourselves, engage with
our ima~inalion , discover the
relationship of body and soul, learn
about the Goddesses and
experience the inner woman who
gUides us. Call Kathleen McKuai,
MA, 799-4927
MASSAGE WORKSHOP A hands
on experience tearning basic
Swedish massage and Trigger
POint Therapy. We will locus on
alleviating headaches, neck and
shoulder tension, and promoting
better circulation. Instructor: Beth
Koehler, BA, LMsT. Date: Sal. Feb
24, at Kimball Health Center, Saco.
Cost: $40. Time : 9am-4pm. To
register, call Beth at 284-9594

iv;l!bMJ~E~~~f~~;i

i

! .
·

713-0463

HAIL MARY
TYPING

**

**

NEWIMAGES

: SOUNDTRONICS:
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761-3224

Salibarough, ME 04074
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STUDIO SPACE

ARTIST'S STUDIO

Linden Thigpen
Certified Massage Therapist

by appointment

775-4010

This 8-song casselle "mini
album" is available al your
favorne record slore or
send $5.98to: .
Real Eyes Records
276 S1ale Slreel.3
Portland, Maine 04101

COUNSELING

For IadnS and Body Image Issues
fndMdual and Group Therapy
New group starttng soon, for women age 30 ptus

Lisa Busse, MA, CEDT - 715-7927

w ee s
83 TOYOTA TERCEL 4-dr 5spd, Ioo.ks and drives like' new, must
sell qUick, $2450 or best. 7727880.........
87 VW SCIROCCO white classic
loaded, 4 studs, 4 Pirellis, verY
clean, 53k, 5spd OlD , $9000, call
729-0461 eves & wknds.
TOYOTA Pickup 1984 Highway
mUes , well-maintained. Cap siders
aluminum wheels. $3500 'or besi
offer. 772-3258.
1982 SUBARU sedan-red, 4 dr,
PW, PS, PB, AC , some rust,
129,000 miles, $1000 or best
offer. Must sell. 865-3433.
1985 FORO RANGER with cap, 5speed, 4-cycl, $1650 or best
offer. 772-7880.
VOLVO 1965 122 2-dr. nice
condition, 2-litre, dual carb, 4spd., sport exhaust. $2500 or
best offer. 637-2384.
CHOICE 1984 Celebrity SNI.
Newly rebuilt engine, 98K, $2600.
82 Dodge 400 82K, $1600. Both
cars well-maintained, good shape
inside and oul. Make offers 7776904.
'
1987 JEEP COMMANCHE 4-cyd,
4-wheel dnve sport truck. Power
steering, power brakes, AM-FM,
black, moderate highway miles,
never plowed, good condition. Good
deal at $6000. Call 772-5304.
1986 SUBARU, excellent
condition, AM -FM cassette
sunroof, 38,000 miles, selling f";
$3600 far below what you'd pay on
a car lot. Compare at $5000.
879-7037 eves.
1985 MAZDA RX-7 GS model
immaculate fin ish, AC, PB, PS:
Black with gray velour. A fun car
to dr~e . Below book at $5975.
878-._,12.
1979 CHEVY CAPRICE Landau
roof, 4-dr, AC, crUise, stereo, new
tires, battety, alt Good oondition
with new sticker. $1000 or best
offer. 775-6586.
83 TOYOTA CAMRY LX CC ,
AC, all power , AM -FM
cassette/equalizer, excellent shape
high miles, $2800 or best offer:
82 Pontiac Phoenix, 6-cyd, ce,
AM -FM 77,000 miles , excellent
shape. $1000 or best offer. TIm
879-7038.
'

1988 TOYOTA 4x2 excellent
condition. 14,000 miles, Brahma
cap, slide windows, rust-proofing
AM-FM stereo, asking $7200:
Don, 839~7 eves. please.
1989 FORO PROBE GT Turbo .
Loaded with evary option including
CD player, red with red interior.
Must sal, buying house. Cal Darn aI
m774-5626 or 865-3058.
1985 5MB 900-S, 4-door, 5
speed, sunroof, AC, AM-FM Clarion
Casselfe, 68K miles, cruise
controll, heated seats, all etectirc,
fog lights. Excellent condition
$7900. 774-0004.
77 AMC HORNET wagon, good
stICker, runs wefl, a true classici
$3SO, call 883-1473.
1984 MERCURY Grand Mall1uis,
LS, loaded, 461<, new muffler &
shocks, excellent condition $5500
or best offer, 773-2677.
1980 VW SCIROCCO 4 speed
1031<, 2 new radials, runs wei, san~
rust $475. 647-S028 aher 6PM.
1985 BUICK RIVERA fully
loaded, excelle-o! condition, call
879-1869.
1987 4X4 SUBARU GL coupe
Lt blue, 65K, great shape. Asking
$6500 CALL 797-4673.
IF .MOTHER TOLD YOU to stop
baing shiftless, get into gear with
thiS standard trans . V-6, 1981
Malibu wagon. New sticker, runs
strong, looks good. $9SO shifts
ownership. 657-2454.
1987 OLDS CUTLASS Ciera-AC
power WindOWS. AM-FM stereo
cruise, til~ car phone optional. 58t<
excellent condition, %5500, call
878-2748.
1979 FORD FAIRMONT wagon,
4-spd,
4-cycl,
good
transportation. $695 or besl
offer... Step-up OH trailer, good
condition, $900 or best offer.
929-6956.
77 VW RABBIT
diesel
impeccable main.tenance record :
near mint conditIOn, doth interior
4-dr., 4-spd, AM -FM cassette
with equaBler, luggage r~ck,
optional winter tires & nms
incredibly clean. Avg 45 mpg:
$1495 firm. 784-2739.
1987 FORD BRONCO exc. condo
power package, cruise control
running boards with lights, tire
rack, AlC. 36K, $13,000. 8293297.
82 VOLVO WAGON overdnve
88K, runs good, body great, asking
$4600 or best offer. Call late
774-0435.

EMlS.

FLAMENCO auitar lessons for all
ages and abilities. Call 774-1236

1983 CHRYSLER LEBARON red
4-dr auto, cruise, 30 mpg, no rust,
looks great, runs good wellmaintained, recent sticker. ' $1800
or best 846-4324.
1984 NISSAN 300 ZX excellent
condition. 49K, 5-spd , t-tops.
Loaded, white WMn interior. Will
cry when I sell. $7900. Call 7746489.
1985 VOLVO Gl wagon, Ioadedair, auto, leather seats, wine
wlbeige interior, mint SOl<, AM-FM
cassette, call 781 -3072 or 7722202. $9900.
87 HONDA ACCORD LXI
hatchback, excellent shape, AM -FM
cassette, AC, cruise, pwr wind
pwr mirr, snow tires, PB/PS:
$9100,773-6373 or 773-1110.
87 GlI JETIA all the exlras
bright red, sunroof, AC, great
shape, $7500 or best offer.
774-8066.
84 MERCURY LYNX High
mileage, virtually no rust, new
brakes, 4 new radials, light gray.
Please call the Goodwins at 7617003 eves.
83 PLYMOUTH HORIZON
hatchback, auto, 34k, brand new
snows, top mechanical shape but
needs body work. No room to store
so bargain priced at $600. Greai
deal. 774-2244
1980 CALIFORNIA CORVETIE
white, T-top, telescope and tili
wheel. Needs interior work, good
engine. Compare around, checIi blue
boOk price. $7000, call John at
874-0542
198& MERCURY LYNX, 4-dr,
auto, low miles, must sellquick,
$2995 or best. 772-7880
84 SUBARU GL wagon gold, minor
rust, new front lires and exhaust
87 .engine w170k miles, 129k on car,
reliable transportation, $1200.
50ch a deall Call Scott 874-2376
82 PEUGEOT 604 Turbo diesel
excellent condition, power win<low5',
sunroof, and locking system.
$5400 negotiable. 7T4-1343.
1989 F-150 XlT lariat 50perCab
piCkup with air and loaded, 5 spd,
15K miles, bed liner, excellent
shape, $10,000 or best offer.
883- 6496 aher 6PM.
1986 SIERRA 1500 GMC pickup,
power sternng, stereo, $3500 or
best offer, 883-3962 days or
883-6496 after 6PM.
88 MAZDA 626, AMIFM cassette
stereo, PS, 5-spd, 11 K $82SO.
797-8966.
'
1979 VW MICROBUS-86K New
tires, battery, excellent condrtion,
no rust camper Insert. $1800 or
best offer. 773-6615.

BOOy\x/ORKS

MACINTOSH SE DUAL 800k
ACCOUSTIC GUITAR, very good OKIDATA mlcroline 393 printer, drives 1 meg ram, porchased new
lOp of the line, soflware, extra
condition,
6-string,
hard
case,
THOROUGH & ORGANIC
fonts, ribbons, $1400 new, tested 12-89, must sell $17SO or best call
$225, 774-6543 eves.
Maine residents add 5-.4 sa_ tax. Make
772-0963
FACIAlS
check or money order payable to
but never used, $8SO, 846-3397
APPLE
MAC
512-E
good
NEED FURNITURE? Rent-a-Set
Real Eyes Records No cash, pieaU.
ORIENTAL
RUG
authentic,
new,
condition,
$800
or
best
offer,
also
DEEP MUSCUlAR
rents new furniture, TVs, VCRs,
look for Streel Pizza' on Congress
beautiful
hanwoven
Kashmir
rug,
MIDI
interface
for
Mac
or
Apple
II
RElAXATION MASSAGE
Slreet Records featuring "reacher'
stereos, and appliances. Short or
pore
wool,
new
ones
sell
for
$1700,
GS,
still
in
box,
call
879-7048,
bV DaVid Phlllr.,s All proceeds from
long term, rent to own . No
must
sell
at
$8SO.
6x4
,
773-7988
Street Pizza" banerrl the homeless
ACUTE & CHRONIC
leave message.
obligatIOn, no deposit. Rent-a-Set,
SONY
VIDEO
camcorder,
8-mm
,
PROBLEMS I'DDRESSED
ELECTRIC GUITAR like new,
127 Marginal Wey, Portland, 761many
extras,
perfect
condition
,
series 10, locking tremola, 5 way
0097
CALL JONI RASKIN
SWitch, 3 pickups, stand. Crate G- $600 or best offer, call 725-3310 WATER FilTER for sale-new773-0463
20 amp, 60 watts, RMS, hardshell or 725-9494 eves .
eliminate expensive bottled water,
case, Strato caster style, $400 EXEC_ SECRETARY walnut desk oounl9rtop modlel is easy t) install
firm , 773-7533
refinished $225.
1880 Smith removes chlorine, sediment and IS
MIllER WELDER Rough-neck 2E, American Victori an Walnut pump bacteriostatic. Averages 5 cents a
16HP Tecumsah engine, SO ft organ With lamps and stool $575 - gallon. Still in box, $175, call 878DOWNHILL & X-COUNTRY
leads, heavy duty cart, $950 or 5 oak straightback chairs $18.00 3161
best, 883-3962 or 883-6496.
each call 878-2312.. Leave VGC 320 PHOTOSTAT cameraUSED OFFICE furniture, folding 1Tli!SSlVl.
processor. Well maintained, $1500
tables, drafting tables, Fax, OFFICE SALE two line phones ,cost $5000 new, contact
"Nobody likes to hear
phones, calculator , chairs, great design black shell 3 unilS. Image Works, 774-6399
about company dirt,
Intercoms, etc. Call 883-3962 or $75.00 ea. phone. Answenng PHONE SYSTEM AND COPIER
snep/us."
machine w/beeper $50.00. Delta 514 phones with mu~iple
883-6496.
SKIS Rossignal 4M, new in 89, TypelWnler with memotylDisp
ncoming lines, speed dial inlerCOm,
used twice, 203cm, Saloman 957 Sharp ZX-405 $450.00 and More. many extras, $1100, Sanyo 802
bindings, $600 value, .sell for Call 773-8545.
oopier and stand, $1000, originally
THE ORIGINAL NOTEBOOK $2300, call 772-6595, leave
$495, 657-4312
computer-Tandy
100
wr.l2k
word
MAC SE 1 meg RAM 20 hd with
leI us hear about your dirt!
~
spreadsheet , SMITH
standard keyboard. UpgradinQ to processing,
CORONA light office
Winter Craft Classes
SE 30. excellent condition, database, outliner, modem teloom model electric typewriter, works
Hypercard, system 602, shareware software, daisy wheel printer, fine bul no electronics, $25, Nikon
Basket Weaving· Batik
and freeware, $22SO or bes~ Rich, cables, ribbons, great for student binoculars, 10x26, $75, 774-1597
Sewing· Ceramics
or as 1st computer. Ong. $1000, CHANDLER TUBE driver, list
772-4400.
Faux Boxes· Stenciling
PROFORM TREADMill running now $500. 87t -8964
$330, will sell for $150. Korg SDD
& MORE
or walkmg up to 9 mph, used 4 mos, GIVE YOUR HOME a tropical 2000 sampling delay, list $700, Will
ong. $1000, sacrifice for $650 or atmosphere with thiS beautiful sell for $200. Jeff, n2-0208.
85 York St. Portland
Broyhill living room sel. Ong .
best. 773-0749.
871-0112 • 799-1401
READY TO FLY! Red hawk $t 800, sacrifice for $1000 or
LARGE SELECTION OF
ultralight, enclosed cockpit, push besl. Call 773-3525
USED
CASCO BAY MONTESSORI is button start, full aerilons and MAC 512K enhanced compoter,
offering an Arts & Crafts time for flaps. On wheels, with floats, ideal for school, home or business.
DANCE CLASSES: Beginners, low the young child ages 3-7. The class $6500 or best Catmaran with new 800k external drive, turbo mouse
CALL
intermediate modern dance time will be 3:30-5:30, M-f. Early trampoline and rollerreefing rig, and soflware, call 854-2972
arrivals
at
3:00
will
be
welcomed.
$1400,
799-4305.
CONTINENTAL airlines ticket,
technique taught by Betsy Beaven
at Ram Island Dance, 258 Forest The class will be limited to 12 ALASKA! Ticket from Boston to Portland to Daytona, March 15 10
children
and
will
focus
on
seasonal
FairbankS,
one
way
through
Ave, Porlland Stage Bldg ,
March 26, $350 or best offer.
themes. Also accepting applications Cincinnati, via Delta, $2SO. 7S7- 772-0327.
Mondays 5:30-7'!X! pm. onOOIOO
for afternoon Montessori Sessions. 3193, ask for NIdy. Good through
DRAWING, PAINTING: indivi; Call 799-2400 for more details.
FLUTE Gemeinhardt. Excellent
May to.
dual instruction. Expenenceo
condition, with case, $160. 883teacher will help you at any leVel.
1560 or 774-2635
Call the Alternoon Gallery, 49
CLASSIFIED
SALES
MANAGER
Dartmouth St, Portland, Wed, Thu,
Fri Afternoons or call 871 -9235
Casco Bay Weekly seeks an organized,
days.
self-motivated, sales- and serviceFUN, INTERESTING , pottery
oriented Individual to manage
lessons. Beginning or advanced
Its growing Classlfleds section_
wheel throwing and hand building.
The Ideal candidate will have sales or
low fee includes lessOns, materials,
practice time. Studio 132, 772telemarketing experience, excellent
4334
communication skills, attention to

...

NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION?

...
...

Learn self-hypnosis
for habit change (smoking, etc_),
stress relief, and creative personal growth.
Eliot Cherry, R. Hy.
Certified Hypnotherapist

EZ SKI
RENTALS

772-2442, free brochure

musIc

the~Clhed

WHOllSTlC MUSIC studio :
Voice, piano, and keyboard lessons.
Suzuki piano, children and adults.
Adult beginners gleefully
encouragedl n3-82SO
PIANO LESSONS with NYtrained pianisvcomposer Eliott
Cherry. An ages and levels. looking
forward \:) the smile on your childs
facel Adults welcome. Call 7722442.
MUSIC EDUCATOR will come 10 I
students home and teech beginners ,
of all ages in piano, keyboards and
rythem intruments. Call Sandy at
172-5636.....
.

775-5117

Home, Office, Condo

In the last two weeks, our readers spent
over 3,000 minutes
just "Talking Personar

TALKING

PERSONAL

~OMPL£TE

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? Ifsa,
there is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first prize winner. A$15
gift certificate from Green Mountain
Coffee Roasters awaits the second prize
~nner. Contestants are ineligible to
wmmore than one prize ina four-week
span. Only one entry is allowed per
person per week.
All entries for this week's Real
Puzzle must be received by Wed., Feb.
28. The solution to this week's Real
Puzzle will a ppearin the Mar. 8 issue of
CascoBayWeekly.Youcan'thaveyour
cake and eat it too, so send your best

1) ____________________
2) ____________________
3) ___

___ ______

4) _________________
5) ___ _ _ __ _ _ ___
6) _________ _ _ __
7) ___________________

8) _________ _ __

9) _ _ _ __ _ _ ___

10) ____________________
11) ____

_ __ ___

guess to:
Real Puzzle '8

12) ___ _ _ _ __ _

Caaco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street

13) ____________________

-

Portia"', Maine 04102

• REPAIR CARS?

• SELL HOUSES?

• TUNE PIANOS?
Choose Casco Bay
Weekly as a vehicle for
deBvenng the message
about your business
to the Portland area's
mosl active readers .
Our readers want quality
service and professionals
they can tru st. Help then
find you in Ihe caw
Classilleds.

_.-

Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
Not " , , _:w.1\OOd Ihe~ Int.,.,.,.,.,
to pmt 'f04I1C:I. It W411 bill heklin Itrict canfldenol.

same

~E

Casco Bay weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
Attn: Gary Santaniello

TALKING

PERSONAL
How about you?
Call Mark Kelleher at 7ZS-6601 today!

_______________________

~~----------------------aN _____________________

We're

detail and a strong desire to succeed.
Typing, computer and layout skills
helpful.
Please send a cover letter attached to
your resume for consideration to:

THtS FORM .. MAIL OR DElNER TO:

CASCO.BAY WEEKLY

775-5117

production team
seeks additional
freelancers to call o n.
macintosh
experience USing
freehand and
pagemaker a must.
send resume and
cover letter to cbw
box 500.

Each of the layers in this 13-layer
"cake" was circular originally, and all
were of roughly equivalent size. We'd
like you to identify this baker's dozen,
top to bottom, in the spaces provided.

SKI EOUIPMENT

the~(Jhed

,---------,

Piece of cake

• SHRI NK HEADS?

child

CREATIVE PERSONS WANTED
.for new specialty shop. Work your
own hours I Woodcrafters-abbility
to work with plywood and smaller
cut-outs. Crahsmanship a musl.
Sewers-Custom work and small
specialty items. Patterns,
instructions for right persons.
Specialty Painters-Faux finishing,
tole and abstract pamters wanted.
Be a part of this new and exciting
business. For appoiuntment call
Kathy at DecorAble, 878-3589

-

• GIVE MASSAGES?

• DEAL ANTIQUES?

And YOU can start

..

DO
YOU

Call Mark Kelleher at 77S-6601 today!

Casco Bay

learnin

DODGE ASPEN good condition,
PS, PB, AC, AM-FM, new sticker,
new tires, must sell, best offer, call
Kelly at 773-6409
86 AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4 WO.
All power, AMIFM cassette. Great
Carl $9400. 773-6830.
81 RENAULT LECAR, sporty 4spd hatchback, runs well, new
brakes, $500 or best offer. Call
772-0994. Great deal.
82 SUBARU GL 4dr sedan, black,
5-.spd, 102k miles, good ti res,
sticker, runs great, dean, reliable,
well-maintained, asking $1049.
772-5824
1985 TOYOTA Corolla GTS. 5speed, air, sunroof, fun car.
$4550 or best offer. 772-2919
or 773-8589.
1985 JEEP CJ-7 hardtop, 6 cyl,
40K, AM-FM cassette, center
console, summer bikini top. looks
good, runs great, rust proofed.
Must sell no reasonable offer
refuSed. 871 -8293. GTD .
1981 VW RABBIT 4-dr .
99,8000 miles $800. Call 76194SO aher 6:30.
1987 FORD F0358 I -IOn truck
with slake bed. Transferable life
lime rust proof warranty. 30,,000
miles, $t2,5OO call 874-8529 M-F
or 787-2187 night or weekends.
87 5MB SPG TURBO , metallic
grey, 5-spd, 48k, service records,
$14700, call 775-7979
89 TOYOTA PICKUP V-6 4wd
5-sod, x-tra cab, asking $11500 '
call Steve at 761 -8323 days or
773-2334 eves.

• PULL TEETH?

879-7049

CLASSICAL GUITARIST
Music for Weddings, Receptions,
and all special Occasions
773-1133 or 761-5870

DATSUN KINGCAB 4WO pickup,
1981 , 5-spd, cap, new clutch,
Goodyear tires, some rust, 9t k,
$2000. Call 774-7539 m-f before
3:30
1981 5MB 900S AUTO 4-dr,
120~ runs very well, perfect
Intenor. $2500, 784-0561
1984 SUBARU GL hatchback, AMFM, Pirelli tires, runs great 7723192
'
1987 HONDA CIVIC 4-spd rust
proofed, high miles, great car,
$3300, 725-7023
1988 VW GOLF 20R hatchback
wlair, excellent condition inside and
out, asking $6950. 883-8434
atf)'Iine
1988 VW FOX excellent condition,
moving must sell 4-spd, AM-FM
~W_~t~~8 $4800 or best, eves

Why don 't you Join them?

Services

c1dICHAEL ~TZ

SALES REP.{lrowing commercial
photo~raphy stud io seeks
aggreslVe professional to expand
business. Good compensatIOn, wrtte
to PO Box 7945, DTS, Portland,
Me,04112
BE A PART of an eXCiting young
business. We're a small growi~g
comparry in need of part time help In
our Portland office. Long term
potential for full-time work. Highly
varied duties. Pleasanl telephone
manner and a willingness to learn
are musts. Typing required,
experience with word processing
and data entry helpful. If you want
to be involved, call us at
Sportingwoods, Inc. 774-8678

CLEANING

,.

STATl: ________ ZlPCOOE __________
OAvnME~NE

PAYMENT:

____________________

a.eck ____ MoneyOl<* ____

PREFERRED CATEGORY; ________________ TOTAL WOAOS;
BASIC RATl: ~""" '"""'"'
+ ____ EXTRAWORDSAT ___ <EACIi
CfNI BOX SERVICE toPti<>MI)
SUBTOTAL

NUMBER Of' WEEKS YOU WAHr I'D RUN
TOTAL EHct.OSED

o.MQW' _________________

.-----+------

a ______

--- --------------------------------:--------
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1990 United Fealure Syndicate .

Solution to Real Puzzle #6

-

Forthoseofyou still upin the air, the
correct solutions to What's up? are:
1) J
2) K
3) H

8) L
9) F

4)D

10)1

5) C
6) E

12) B

7) G

11) A

Joshua Russell of Portland takes off
withfirstprize,nomatterhowyoulook
at it. Ralph Young of Scarborough
breezes by with second. It's good to
know we ha yea loyal follOWing offolks
who can look_at a situation from many
angles and still make some sense of it.
We do our besttoo.

• 1990 Uniled Feature Syndicate.

_.

FOURNIER'S OLYMPIC KARATE CENTER
5 Bishop St., Portland (at Morrill's Corner) • Call 797-9000

$9.95 SPECIAL
3-1/2 hour trial classes
Also 6 month special for $220
Develop Confidence in yourself

• Sensei Tony Fournier - 3 time National AAU Fighting &
Forms Champion -17 years in Sholo
Karate

RAW BAR & GRILL
Join our Brunch Club and get a

FREE BRUNCH
Buy four and get the fifth one FREE!
Sundays from 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Oub rules each brunch must be 53 95 minimum food purchase.
Free brunch up to 59 95 value excluding drinks. tax and up
Ask 5ef\lef for Membership Card

164 Middle Street. Portland· 773-3760

You
read Us.
•

Let our advertisers know.
Thank them for supporting

OUR TAKE OUT LUNCHES
....

HOT!

c.A.~_RE

CoscoBov

Quick, Nutritious & Delicious
We serve ALL day from 11:00 - 6:30
Check out our Varieties of Pasta and Homemade
Sauces to cook at home in 5 minutes!

""EEKLY

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open livery Day Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30

George Takei

Portland Democratic Cjty Committee

"Sulu: TIle Making
of Star Trek"

1990 DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS

Meet Sulu from "Star Trek!' Takei is
part of one of the most pop'ulor and innovotive productions in television and
movie histary. His lecture, "The Moking of Star Trek," describes the fascinating saga of this legendary show.
Thursday, March 1,7:30 p.m.

Sunday, February 25, 1990 - 1 p.m.
King Middle School
92 Deering Avenue, Portland, l\1E
Delegates & Alternates to the Democratic State
Conventio~ Cumberland County Comm. Members,
Election l.Jerks & Portland Democratic City
Committee Members will be Elected.
Democrats and Unenrolled Voters (who wish
to enroll as Democrats) are invited to attend &
take part! Voter Registration will be at 12:30 p.m.

USM Portland Campus C;;Ym
TIckets $12 in advance, $14 at the door,$l0
for seniors and groups of 10 or more
VISA and MasterCard are accepted
For further inFonnorion call
874-6500 or 780-4510
Sponsored by
Department of Community Programs

Questions? Call ANDREW J. DOUKAS,
Portland Democratic P~ City Chairman
871-7232 or 871-9208.

•• Congress Street, poruana

772-3932
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retail ...
But now all Gold and Diamonds are 25% Offl
• Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs

14K Gold $12. per gram
Open :\100. - Fri. 9 - 5:30, Sat. 9 - 4
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta

uWe buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

o University of Southern Maine
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-MAINE MEDICAL CENTER
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- PORTLAND DEMOCRATIC
CITY COMMITTEE
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Portland

Portland

And we'd like to welcome back:
-SCANDINAVIA HOUSE
Portland

CoscoBov
""EEKLY
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